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Foreword

The National I4r:staiitriertr6f Education (ME), recognizing the gap be-
tween educational r and classroom teaching has charged ERIC (Edu-
cational Resources Information Center) to go beyond its initial functions
of gathering, evaluating, indexing, and disseminating information, to a sig-
nificant .new service: information transformation and synthesis.

The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC Dec-
ument Reproduction Servicemuch informatin data, including all federally
funded research reports since 1956. However, if the findings of spcdfic
educational research are to be intellitoble to teachers and applicable to teach-
ing, considerable bodies of data must be reevaluated, focused, translated,
and molded into an essentially different conteict. Rather than resring at the
point of making research reports readily accessible, NIE has now directed
the separate ERIC Clearinghouses to-commission from recognized authorities
information analysis papers in specific areas.

Each of these documents focuses ,on a concrete educational need. The
paper attempts a comprehensive treatment and qualitative assessment of
the published and unpublished material trends, teaching materials, the judg-
ments of recognized experts in the field, reports arki findings from various
national committees and commissions. In their analysis the authors try to
answer the question, "Where are we?"; sometimes find order in disparate
approaches; often point in new directions. The knowledge conrgined in an
information .analysis 'paper is a necessary foundation for reviewing existing
curricula, planning new .beginnings, and aiding t teacher in now situations.

The purpose of this monograph is to acquaint, advisers, administrators,
and ttudents with college rtudent press kw as it now stands based on court
decisims which have been made concerning student publications and under-
grourd newspapers. The book is not meant to'be predictive with respect to

the law and the authors are not giving legal advice. Rather, they focus on
the implications of the court decisions with respect to the rights and re-
sponsibilities of students, advisers, and administrators.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, EllIC/RCS

4.



Preface

Freedgm of the press as it applies to college and university student
publications is often misunderstood or misintetpreted. Courts have
established that the student press is entiticd to essentially the same rights.as`
thc professional press, and those who work with student publications
students, advisers, administrators, and others in related positionshave
long felt the need for a definitive book enumerating pertinent legal cases
and decisions by providing interpretive commentary on these decisions. -

At its 21st annual convention lb St. Louis in Octaber/1975, the National
Council of College Publications Advisers c'ommissioned Dr. Robert Trager
of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale to piepare a comprehensive
publication on college student press law. He asked Donna L. Dickerson,
therfa graduate student, to collaborate on the work:

The NCCPA Board of'Directors, at its October 1976 meeting, decided to
issue a revised editibn and commissioned Dr. Robert Trager and Dr. Donna
L. Dickerson to prepare a revision after the June 1978 term of the United
States Supreme Court.

Special thanks for the first edition arc due to Dr. Dwight Teeter, then of
the University of Kentucky. for his consultaticyi on the manuscript, and to
Linda Reed, then Coordinator of Ptiblicatons for ERIC /RCS, for editinp
and producing the manuscript. Dr. J. William Click of Ohio Univers;cy
edited and produced thc second edition;

Lillian Lodge Kopenbaxer
President, NCCPA

December 1978



The American
Court System

For the purposes of*%iiscussing, college students' freedom of expression,
American courts can be ,divided into state and federai court systems. For
federal courts, the trmd-level coun, where a case is first heard, is the District
Court. There are approximately ninety Mara Courts placed generally accord-
ing to population throughout the country. Appeals from these caurts go to
the Courts of Appeals. There are eleven of these, each having jurisdiction
over a certain geographical area. For instance, the Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit has jurisdiction over Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. Deci-
sions- made by the Seventh Circuit become mandatory precedents for Dist*t
Courts in these states. That is, the District Courts must follow the Seventh
Circuit's decisions in cases with similar sets of facts. But decisions are man-
.!.atory precedents only for lower courts in appropriate jurisdictions. District
Courts outside the Seventh Circuit do not have to follow Seventh Circuit
precedents, nor do other,Circuit Courts of Appeals, ngr do state courts. All,
courts in the country must follow preZedenti set by- the Supreme Court of
the United States. If courts do not follow mandatory precedents twhen they
ate expected to, the higher court will reverse, the lower court's decision (al-
though in unusual circumstances appeals zuurts reverse their own prece-
dents).

Cases that are.not mandatoty precedents for a court may be persuasive
precedents. While the Fifth Circuit, for instance, need not follow precedents
set by the- Seventh Circuit, or by a District Court, it may decide that the
precedent is persuasive (though not mandatory) and follow that precedent.

'Thus, while most CASCS involving college publications have been decided
'a levels below 'the Supreme Court of the United States, they may be man.
datory precedents for some courts and persuasive precedents for all others.

*
a
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'The First Ame-ndment
on:the College campus

The First Am-endrnent's guarantee cf freedom of speech and the prets is
now generally construed to mean freedom of expressi6n in many d:ifirent
forms and is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the 'Constitution.
The Amendment states that "Co4gress shall make no law . . . abridging the
freedom 6f spetch, or the prey,. . . ." IQ a series of decisions, the Supreme
Court has held that the Fourteenth Amendment clearly protects a citiXen's

, First Amendment varantees ot"freedom o-f speech and press agaiest infringe.
ment by stale officials. Thus, while freedom of expression for students is based
on die First Amendment,%hedoctrine is tnacle mandatory for the states thrOugh
the Fourteenth Amendatient, section 1, clause 2: "NO State shall rr.akc or

'irce any LAV/ which.shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
6f the United States; nor shall any State deprive any fzrson of life, liberty

' or property without due process of law, nor dcny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the Laws [Gitlow, 192511.

As a limitation on sovemmental power, freedom of the press is not confined
to ideas which comply with present government policy with whiclia majority
of the popolation .agrees [Kingsley, 1959). justice Holmes wrote,..ZIf Ihere
is any principle of the Constitution that 'more imperatively Calls for atach-
ment than any; other', it is the principle of free thoughtnot free rthOught
for those who agree with us, but freedom for the thought we hate" [I/nited
States, 1929, at 654-655). The American system of government mu.4 not
allow suppression or _censorship of expression, even though it is hateful or
offensive w those in power. or strongly oppoced by the public [Cox, 196,1
Provided the expression is not libelous !New York Times Ca., 1964; 0-
1974) of obscene [Miller, 19731 or does not incite violence and lawleisness
[Chaplinsky, 1942; Brandenburg, 1969), there is a national coniiAment to
the ides chat -public issues- may be debated, and those debates may include
sharp, sometimes unpleasant attacks on ideas, opinions, and public officials
(New York .times to., 1964 ; Terminiello, 1949).

Freedoni of the press has also been extended to, distributing, writing. and

For ihe lull citations for all cases discussed here, see the list of CAM.



2 Culkge Student Press Law

printing [Talley, 1960; Tucker, 1946i Lovell, 193, ), as well as to the right
to receive and to read information and opinions (Stanley, 1969; Lamont,
196); Tho

Freedom of expression and freedom of 'Press are nowhere more important
and worthy of defense than in colleges and "unisersines. Universities are seen
as the training ground for democrac5, and "to impose any strait-jacket upon
the intellectual !eaders in our colleges wad unlversities would imperil the
future of our riation" [Sweezy,1957). Tins view of American education has
flourished in case after Use and has becOme the starting line for extending
constitutional guarantees to students .on college campuses.

Courts have held that :he Constitution applies to all.persons, including stu-
dents, and when a public institution denies constitutional rights, a student
has a cause of action under the Fourteenth'Amenelment [e.g., West Virginia,
1943; Tinker, 1969]. As Justice Abe Fortas stated in Tinker, Lne leading
case extending constitutional rights to students, "It can hardly be argued that
either studnts or teachers shed their constitutional right to freedom of speech
or expression at the schoolhouse gate" (Tinker, 1969, at 511). Students enjoy
the same constitutional protections as other citizens, and-a state may not
impose -limitations on these -protections as a condition to attending a state
university [Dickey, 19671. In numerms cases, schoohofficials and adminis-
trators have been forbid& n to censor expression which they dislike and have
beer constantly reminded that they are not the "unrestrained masters of what
they create," having no power to tell a student what thoughts to communicate
[ Antonelli, 1970).

freedom of the press is stronger on., the university campus than
on the 11 gh school campus, that freedom is not absolute. In fact, freedom
of the press and freedom of expression can give way to several administrative
considerations. The landmark dtcision granting constitutional protection
th student press, Dickey v. Alabama Sidle Board of Education [1967),
enunciated the major qualification. At Troy State College in Alabama, student
editor Gary Dickey wrote an editorial, critical of the state governor and legis-
lature. The editorial was in response to critkisrn. that a campus magazine
received after publishing quotations from such diverse .persons 2S Bettina
Artheker, an avowed Communist ; black power advocate Stokely Carmichael;
and former Army Chief of Staff General Earl. Wheeler. Members of the
Alabama legislature contended that the college should not have allowed' the
snap:tine to be distributed: Frank Rose, president of the University of Ala-
barru, supported the publication and was criticized for his support. Dickey's
editorial supported Dr. Rose, but the newspaper's faculty adviser refused
to allow publication. Dickey then. asked Troy State President Ralph Adams
about publication and was told that Troy State had a rule forbidding edi-
torials which criticized the governor or legislators. Adams' Rule, as it later
became known, said that because the college was a pobric institution owned
and operated bx the state and because the governor and legislature were
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acting for the state as owner, they could oat be criticized. Adam said editorials
laudatory of state officials were acceptable.

Dickey was given an article, "Raising Dogs in North Carolina," as a sub-
stitute for the editorial. Dickey iefused to run the substitute and left the
editorial space blank with the word "Censored" written diagonally across it.
During the summer,,he was informed that he would not be allowed to re.
enter Tro7 State during the fall on the grounds of "willful and delikrate
insubordination." In this significant cast foi student press freedom, the Dis-
trict Court quoted from a case dited with approval in Tinker in stating that
"state school officials cannot infringe on their students' right of free and
unrestricted expression . . . where the exercise of such a right does not Mate-
rially and substantially interfere with requirements of appropriate discipline
in the operation of the school" [Dickey, 1967, at 618, quoting from Burnside,
1966, at 749].

Thus, "matirial and substantial interference" is a qualification for free-
dom of the press on university campuses, just as "clear and present danger"
is the signal for censorship irt the public press.

In a second case invohing a college publication, students at Fitchburg
(Mass.) State College tried fo reprint an article, "Black Moochie," written
by Eldridge Cleaver. The article was censored by the school president, who
also 5:Jered that all future editorial material for the newspaper be approved
by an editorial board nude up of faculty members. While the District Court
held that such an advisory board constituted direct and unconstitotional prior
restraint on expression, the opinion noted that freedom of the press is not
absolute. F x speech, the court said, does not mean onrt;tricted speech, and
she rights of students "riuy be modified by regulations rei sonably designed
to adjust-these rights to the needs of the school environment." The "needs"
were defined as the school's obligation to "maintain the order and discipline
necessary for the success of the educational process" (Antonelli, 1970). Thus,
if a schoOl-supported publication infringes on the order and discipliru of the
CatilptIS, censorship will be allowed.

Most 'school officials are not willing to wait until disn,eption occurs before
censoring publications. Instead, most censorship is priOr restfaint based on
a fear of some future and potentially violent disruption. The court.;., how-
ever, have taken a second look at these ,soothsayer activities by administrators
and have been unwilling to allow an unfounded fear of disruption to account
'for unharnessed censorship. For example, after officials at Texas Tech Uni-
versity prohibited circulation of a student organization's newspaper, the court
said it was not enough that school administrators anticipated the passibility
of some disruption, saying that an unfounded feat of disruption cannot over-
come the First Amendment guarantee of free expression (Charming Club,
1971)- .

Even if there is no substantial disruption or threat t6 the discipEne and
order of the campus, the state may regidate "to some degree the form of the

4 '
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4 Colltge Siudeut Press 14rAl

expression fostered" [Antonelli, 1970]. In other words, certain rules and
regulations may be permitted as loug as thr, are not Unposed artitrarily and
are not confined to the expression of ideas. For example, a university may
promulgate rules as to time, place, and manner of distribution of a publi-
cation [Tinker, 1969, Healy, 197Z). Any regulatory action a university takes
must be a nondiscriminatory application of reasonable rules governing con-
duct, and not governing otherwise protected content of a publication:

Student newspapers are further restricted in that the First Amendment is
not absolute anywhere, for 'even the public press must legally answer wises
it publishes libel and obscenity. Although the cowls have consistently, defended
the press's right to participate in "wide open and tobust debate" on topics
of public interest, that right is always tempered by the state's interest in the
individual's right to be free from ridicule [Gertz, 1974). The courts have
also consistently held that obscenity is not protected by the ;Constitution
[united States, 1957).

While rules for censorship on the campus have been narrofwly drawn and
any form of censorship carries with it a heavy presumetion against its consti-
tutional validity, the campus press does not entirely enjoy the same freedom
given to the privately owned press.

In a case involving a segregationist editorial written by a student at North
Carolina Central Univers4, a federal Distrkt Court stressed 'that "the proper
remedy against censorship is restraint of thi: censor, not suppression of the
press" [ Joyner, 1973]. One of the best ways to restrain censors is for them
t6 have a clear understanding of the puipose of the press on campus and its
benefits to the educational syAem as a whole. The courts have been willing
to look upon the campus as a unique place in our society where ideas are
born, nurtured, and brought to naturity. The nourishment of such idcaS
comes in the form of unrestricted teaching, learning, and expression, for,
a, one court said,

(Ma field,of education is so thoroughly comprehended by man that new
discoveries.camitit yet be made. Teachers and students must always remain
flee tb inquir, to study and to evaluate, to gain new maturity and under .
standing, otherwise our civilization will stagnate and die. [Swetzy, 1957,
at 250]

Restricting freedom of expression and imposing restraints not only violate
the basic principles of academic and political freedom but also severely ham-

r the University's educational goals.
The relatiVe age and maturity of students is also a significant factor in

extending the Constitution to the college campus. "The university setting of
collegeaged students being exposed to a wide range of intellectual experi-
ences creates a relatively mature marketplace for the interchange of ideas"
(Antonelli, 1970, at 1336]. One of the principal functions of the First
Amendment isc-Ithe invitation of dispute and the exchange of provocative
7iewpoints (Channing Club, 1971).

l



The Firrt Amendment

Many of these "provocative" isleas are not liked by school officials. Never-
theleis, courts have held, "(ghat the language is annoying or inconvenient
is not the test. Agreement with the content or manner of expression is irrele-
vant; First Amendment freedoms are not confined to views that arc conven-
tional or thoughts endorsed by the major:ty" {Channing Club, 1971, at 691).
Some of the ideas not liked are those dealing with socia! issues such:as race, a

abortion, or religion; obscenities and -indecent language; criticisms of admin-
istrators; and radic4 or militant ideas. The reasons for' dislike of such mate-
-dal are varied. One college president has said that a student publication
supported by state funds has no right to "reflect discredit and embarrassment
upon the university" (Schiff, 1975).

Doubtless, this philosophy is mandatory for administrators, but the ptoblem
probably goes mutt deeper than academic duties. For instance, attacks on
local ,i.ssues such as, d.iiiiination or police activities will tend to alienate
local sources of revenue and to lose the community's good will. Discussion of
sexual matters and use of vulgarities arouse the ire of the alumni---a potential
source of university funds. And criticism of state politics and militant view-
points lend to alienate the state legislatorsthe primary source of state uni-
versity funding (*Greenfield, 19664) .

The first court flecision to extend constitutional rights to campus news-
papers involved neither obscenity, severe criticism of the administration, nor
even militant or radical ideasonly 'criticism of the governor of Alabama
[Dickey, 1967]. Some newspaper content, however, is not so tame. At the
University of Maryland, a student publication was designed with a cover
depicting the burning of the American flag. The University president and
the state attorney general felt that this action violated a Maryland law, and
the printing was stopped. A federal District Court said that even under the
cloud of criminal prosecution, University officials could not apply a statute
unconstitutionally just because they feared prosecution (Korn, 1970).

While the courts have stated that administrators muse formulate reasonable
regulatiOns which do not impinge on, a stUdent newspaper's First Amend-
ment rights, they have been vague as to just what constitutes "reasonable-
ness." A great deal of latitude in regulations has been allowed, and admin4
istrators may contthl behavior "which tends to impede, obstruct or threaten
the achievement of educational goals" (Goldberg, 1967). The forms of admin-
istrative control are numerous, ranging from restriction of funds to discipli-
nary action against student editr..i. A new trend has developed whereby the
students themselvu4 are wielding a great deal of power in censoring publi-
cations. Student newspapers receive funding from a variety of sources; in many
larger universities, funding come from rnandatoty student activity fees. In the-
ory as well as in practice, it is postible for the student government to kill
a student newspaper by restricting fMuls. No court has yet ruled on whether
this poFtice is unconstitutional.

C.itat;ons in bold type refer to entries in the bibliography.
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In most -cases it is the administrators who cut funds. At North Cardin*
Central University, administrators stopped newspaper funds pending agree-
ment on editorial standards. They announced that if no agreement could
be reached, the paper would be suspended *definitely and a new campiv
paper,' sponsored by college officials, wouli he established. The Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit would not condone such action: "Censorship
cannot be imposed by asserting any form of censorial oversight based on the
institution's power of the purse" (Joyner, 1973, at 461; see also Arrington,
1974;.5/eed, 1973: Lacy, 1973).

A more conuLn form of administrative conttol is refusal to print or clis-
tribute a -patticular offensive edition of a publication. This is easy to accom-
plish when the printing and distributioware handled by the university. It may
also be difficult for students to get mataial published if printing is done
off campus, becpse the printer may fear community pressure and the loss of
other university printing business.

Although most of the material contained in this book deals with school-
sponsored publications, the Supreme Court has held that off-campus news-
papers teceivt the same protection from administrativecontrols that on-campus
publications receive papist:, 19733. I-1ow r, administrators may make rea-
sonable rules and regulations as to the time, \place, and manner of distribution
of off-campus publications and may take permissible steps o prevent substan-
tial interference with campus order (e.g., New Times, 1974; Gay Students,
1974).

In order to avoid the possibility that unwanted material will get into a
student newspaper, administrators add schools of journalism are fond of
setting up an adviser or review board -to oversee the publication. A- federal
District Court has said that when such a review .board or adviser acts as an
approving or censoring agent, it is clearly a usurpation of the- First Amend-
ment (Antonelli, 19703. However, if they only advise and review, this appar-
ently is legal. Subtle pressures, though, can quickly change an "adviser" into
a "censor."

Many of,these admii;istrative controls can:be used in concert, as occurred
at Fitchburg (Mass.) State College, where the president not only refused to
pay for the printing of articles he felt were indecent but also established an
advisory board to oversee future publications (Mtanelli, 1970). Similarly, at
Troy State University in Alabama, an editorial critkal of the governor was
not only censored, but the editor was refused readmission to the school. The
court in Dickey (1967) said .that "sinct this state-supported institution did
elect to operate the [student newspaper) and-did authorize pickey to be one
of its editors, they cannot . . . suspend oc expel Dickey for (this] conduct."
Suspension, non-mimission, probation, or firing ate common tools used to
nuke anipample of the student to those who might try similar activities.

, The /louds have held that once a university has established a newspaper, it
"nig, not then 'place limits upon the useof that forum which interfere with
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protected speech" and which arc not justified by an overriding state inter-
est in avoiding material and substantial interference with campus disciplin:
(Trujillo, 1971).

Although tc,urts in recent years have extended constitutional guarantees to
student newspapers at public universities, this extension is not complete.
School newspaper; still do not enjoy the full protection offeted the public
press. The primary reason for the failure to extend full plotection is the
courts' relucta:Ice to step into the academic world. While such CMS as Dickey
and Anionelli have limited sanctions administrators may use to suppress stu-
dent publicatiGns, there is still much vague and indefinite language in the
rulings. Sinn le some restrictions can still be legally imp:zed, many adminis-
trators dioose to forego legal confrontations. By applying subtle pressures
at sensi ive points in the operation of a newspaper, administrators can be
omnipote.it, although by doing so they violate the spirit nf the law.



Colleges and
Student Publications

Section t of the Fourteenth Amendment protects individuals against ac-
tions of- the state which Lien), them due process and equal protection of the
law. Public college administrators, acting as arms of the state [Thilter,1969;
Bazaar, 19731 can no more abridge students' freedom of expiession than
can other 'federal or state government otficials, with the impottant proviso
that communication which materially and substantially disrupti the educa-
tional process properly can be curtailed and punished (Tinker, 1969). How-
ever, the Supreme Court has said, "(A college, Acting) as the instrumentality
of the State, may not restrict speech . . simply becsuse it finds the views
expressed by any group to be abhorrent" fyealy, 1972, at 187-1881

The Fourteenth Amendment is not all-inclusive, because it does not pro-
tect the individual against private action.% Only when state action is in-
volved do coastitutional protections come into play. This "state action"
doctrine is buttressed by the Civil Rights Act of 187,1 (42 U.S.0 sec.. 1983),
which creates a cause of actiou against any state official actirig under color
of state law who subjects "any citizen of the Unitas States . to the depriva-
tion of any rights, privileges or immunities secured by the Coatitation."
Thais, the editor of a newspaper on the campus of a state university will
have a cause of action against an administrator, faculty member, or staff
member who refuses to allow publicgion of, for example, 20 otherwise
protected editorial. 1 f the material in question did not cause material and
substantial disruptioa on the campus, the courts in most instances would
uphold the student's rights.

The reasoning which allows the state action doctrine to applyto state col-
1eges is that the employees of the university, such ss administrators, staff, or
faculty, are agents of the state; when participating in an action involving
_censorship, they are for all times and purposes the state [Tinker, 1969).

ty

Public Universities

In considering the amount of protection student journalists have or the
constraints administrators at public universities can properly impose ea them,
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E: is instiuctivc to consider the ways in which college student publications are
generally organized. One structure is a laboratory publication, ant that is
part of a formal classroom situation. In this" case, one integral purpose of
the publication is to act as a vehicle for ."practicing" .what is taught through
classroom instruction; thus, material is usually carefully scrutinized by a
faculty member before publication. In a second structure, the publication is
free of most formal classroom involvement but has faculty members in key

poskions. Here too, the material is reviewed by nan-students before
publication. Third, 'the structure may be built around an adviser; faculty or
aff members whn assume this role have varying degrees of anitrol over

publications! in different institutions. Fourth, a student publication may be
affiliated with an academic department, usually journalism. In this arrange-
ment, there may be a publications board empowered to appoint and remove
student editors, with faculty members and even administrators sitting on,
the board with students. Generally, student editors are relatively free to make
decisions on their own. While :he band may set broaci policy, material is
rarely reviewed by other than students before publication. Finally, some col-
lege 'student publications are considered independent. These may actually be
incorporated bodies working and printing off-campus, doing no LOOM than
gathering material and distributing on the campus. Few such publications
are truly independent, most having Some financial (institutional advertising,
free office space) or other (faculty sitting on the board of directors) con-
nection with the college [Ingelhart, 1973). The extent to which control of
copy L7 non-students may be violative of students' First Amendment rights,
insofar as court decisions shed light on the question, is discussed in later
chapters ("Administrators as Censors" and "Adviser: Teacher or Censor?").

One court has Atempted to define the function of a public coller news.
paper. In answering the contention of administrators that a student paper
was "a journalistic experiment and [an) 'educational exercise' and [there-
fore) not a newspaper as the term is generally known," a federal District
Court said that school newspapers "meet the general definition of 'newspaper'
as a 'paper printed and distributed at stated intervals . . . to convey news,
advocate opinions, etc., now usually containingealso advertisements and other
matters of public interest' " (Lee, 1969, at 1100). A somewiurt different
view of a rrivate college paper was taken by a New Jersey court which called
the Daily Princetonian "a newspaper primarily for the students and faculty
of Princeton University. Merely to compare it with such newspapers as the
New tork Time, [or) the Philadelphia hiquirer . . . is to demonstrate the
difference. The Daily Princetonian is, in the vernacular, a 'house tirgan,'
having a limited apix to its particular constituency. It is decidedly not a
newspaper of general 4rculation" (Fre:nlman, 1975, at 15)-151).

There is little argument that the college is not the publisher of dearly in-
dependent studmt papers and magazines. However, many college adminis-
trators believe that the school president or board of trustees is indeed the

1 6
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publisher, with the powers inherent therein, of publications organized in the
other ways cited above. It is contended here, to the contrary, that the defini-
tion of "publisher" used by privately owned publications cannot apply on
public college campuses. A publisher has at least three responsibilities: (1)
onitrol over a publication's contents, including power to removi an editor
because of a disagreement regarding content; (2) control over a publication's
finances; and (3) liability for a publication's mistakes, for example, inva-
sions of privacy or printing of actionable libel. With the possible exception
of laboratory publications, in Caeh case, as will be discussed in detail through-
out this book, a college's powers are not analagous with those of the pub-
lisher of a privately owned newspaper_or periodical [Trager, 1975).

Specifically, in terms of content, college students enjoy the same First
Amendment protections from governmental interference with their freedom
of expressizn as do other citizens; they do not relinquish those rights as a
condition precedent to school attendance. The Fourteenth Amendment ap-
plies to all state educational institutionswhich operate under the color of "
state lawand protects the rights of students against unreasonable rules and
regulations, including restrictions against freedom of the press [Trager,
1974; Kramer, 1973). The Supreme Court in Tinker [1969) held that
"students and teachers do not shed their constitutional rights to freedom of
speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate." For students as well as other
citizens, these rights are not absolute. Certain restrictions are allowed in the
interests of others and of society' generally; these will be discussed in latex
sections. However, while a publisher of a privately owned newspaper or
periodical could at his or her whim stop distribution of a certain edition, fire
an editor, or ask to approve all copy prior to publication, judicial decisions
strongly indicate that such aciions could not be taken regarding the student
press in public colleges unless highly unusual circumstances existed.

Similarly, a privately owned publication might have funds withdrawn by
the publisher for any reason; thepublisher might even disband it. However,
while public colleges are under no afiirmative obligation to establish a student
newspaper or magazine (Joyner, 1973), onci 'established it may be per-
manently discontinued only for reasons not connected with First Amend-
ment considerations (Joyner, 1973; Antonelli, 1970). Additionally, unlike a
private publisher, supplying financial aid does not give university officials
power to place limitations on the 'use of the very publications they have
established (Trujillo, 1971).

Finally, as will be disCussed in a later section, it has been argued that
college and university officials may be significantly less liable for torts come
mitted by a student publication than is the publisher of a privately owned
neWsPaPer Or periodkul ("Note," 19731 Athough several administrators
have been named as defendants in tort actions, in no reported case has an
administrator personally had to pay damages, and only rarely have damages
been paid at all (Standley, 1972).
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Private Universities

The line of reasoning which applies the state action rick-trine to public
schools does not apply to private institutions, since courts have not found
"state action" to be involved in such cases- A private school is not acting in
the state's stead, as is a publicly funded college, and therefore by definition
cannot violate the First and Fourteenth Amendments' proscriptions asainst
siaridking freedom of expression. The student attending a private.college is
denied constitutional protection against abridgments of freedom of expression
while on campus.The school itself would be the final arbiter in such private
actions (unless a contract has been abridged), and the Fourteenth Amend-
ment would be dormant.

During the campus turmoils of the late 1960s, students at private univer-
sities tried to find some state action within the portals of the private school
They argued that state action manifested itself in such state activities as
scholarships, research grants, and tax exemptions (e.g., Grossner, 1968).
Students also used the argument that the private university by its very nature
is endowed with state action because it performs a state functioneducation.
Such an argument has been successful in the area of racial discr:mination,
but it has been less successful where First Amendment rights or disciplinary
action has been invulved [Powe, 1968). justice William Brennan stated the
purpose of the state action doctrine in racial di xrimination cases:

The state action doctrine reflects the profound judgment that denials of equal
treatment, and particularly denials on account of race or -color, are singularly
grave when government has or shares responsibility fox them.... Something
is uniquely amiu in a society where the government, the authoritative oracle
of community values, involves itself in racial discrimination. . . . This court
has condemned significant state involvement in racial discrimination, however
subtle anti indirect it may have been and whatever form it may have taken.
(Atlickes, 1961, at 1903

The process of finding state action for racial purposes has been so encom-
passing that the Cour* admitted that "only by sifting facts and weighing
circumstances, can the nonobvions involvement of the state in privatF conduct
be attributed its true rignificance" [Burton, 1961, at 722].

Private schools are considered vital parts of America's pluralistic society
because they provide a diversity that government Canna always provide.
Courts fear the widespread effect upon the independent .operations of a. pri-
vate university which would result from a finding of state action (Grossner,
1968). As a result, in case after case involving private scht,ls, the courts
have participated in an ad hoc balancing of due process rights against the
necessity of a private system of education Fad have always found the balance
tipped in favor of the private nature of the universities.
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In GrOIMEr v. Columbia University, a Distn. Court rejected the conten%
tion that because the University educates people %:olumbia performs a state
function. However, the existence of two other (actors may establish state ac-
tion in private colleges. First, there Must be-a significant involvement of the
state with the school, so that it is seen as a joint participant in the school.
This involvement usually comes in the form of "sal7stantial" financial aid.
Such aid must come directly from the state, not the federal government, in
order for the Fourteenth Amendment proscription against "state action" to
be applied. Colleges and universities may receive considerable federa: or
private monies, but little state aid. Hence, it is difficult to find "substantial"
financial aid coming directly from the state itself. However, receipt of state
aid, in itself, is .not enough to make the school an agent 'of the state. There
must alsp'be a showing that the state has gone beyond financial aid and, by
actual use of its governmental power, has promulgated the rule or regula-
tion challenged. In other words, the state must be involved directly with the
activity causing the injury: "The State action, not the private action, must
be the subject of the complaint" [Powe, 1968, at 81).

Such a nexus between the state and the specific injury is unlikely btcause
state legislatures have traditionally refused to interfere with the administra-
tion of private universities.

There are no reported rises involving a private university which directly
confront the problem of the First Amendment and the private college news-
paper; however, some recent disc;plinary cases will show why state action is
an almost insurmountable barrier for the student at a private university.

In April 1968.a riot occurred on the campus of Columbia University.
Subsequently, the students involved sued in federal court to stop the disci-
plinary action being taken against them. Using the Fourteenth Amendment
and section 1983 (Civil Rights Act of 1871) as the basis for their suit, the
students contended that the disciplinary action against them was state action
which denied them their constitutional rights of assembly, speech, and peti-
hon. The students argued that the receipt by Columbia University of sub-
stantial 'amounts of federal and state aid and the performance by the Uni-
versity of the public education function constituted state action.

The District Court rejected the contention nu three grounds. Firti, only
20 percent of public monies came frcm the state (the remainder was federal) ;
therefore, there was minimal state invulven ent. Second, the court held that
the receipt of state aid in itself was not enough to nuke the University a
state agent. Third, the plaintiffs were unable to prove that the disciplinary
action under question was promulgated-by the state [Grossner, W68).

Oftentimes the relationship between a private university and the state is
not clear-cut, as is seen in a case coming out of Alfred University in New
York. Alfred is composed of four colleges, irt, ling the New York State
lege of Crainks. The College of Ceramics was established by the state legis-
lature, which also decreed that Alfred University would administer the college

I
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for the state. The other three colleges are privat:. In 1967, seven studtats were
suspended from Alfred University for disturbing an ROTC parade.-Fnur of
the students were from Jie private Liberal Arts College a: d three were from
the College. of Cerar ics. The students wed for readmission, but thesase was
dismissed in federai District Court for lack of jurisdiction. On appeal, the
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit separated the Ceramics College stu-
dents from the Liberat Arts students, saying that the latter enjoyed no Four-
month Amendment protection. The judge said that the state aid to the private
colleges was small end that the states accreditation anck degree otegulations
were not the cause of injury. The students from the Liberal Arts College
had failed to prove that the state was involved with the activity causing the
injurythe disciplinary codes. The court further held that although state ac-
tion was found for the College of, Ceramics, the ceramics students were not
deprived of any rights, since the University's gui(!elines on demonstrations
west reasonable.'"

Before state action could be found for a student newspaper on a private
campus, there would have to be a showing of a substantial financial tie be-
tween the state and the university. After such a relationship has been found,
it must then be ascertained whether the state itself had any part in formulat-
ing the rule under question or was involved with whatever form of censorship
was being used. In most instances, such a connection will not exist, and the
students who believe their constitutional rights have been infringed will have
to look elsewhere for relief.

The alternative for the student or employee who has been deprived of
certain rights is the common law doctrine of contracts. The common law has

. long recognized the sanctity of contracts between private persons, and courts
are bound to uphold contractual rights. The contract theory as applied to the
student and private university states that when a student pays tuition at a
private institution, he or She is agreeing to abide by rules and regulations
specified in the sch .ol catalog. In return, the university agrees to provide
those services and facilities explained in the catalog [Wilkinson ea Rolapp,
-1973; Greene, 1969). Although the contract theory has not been fully ac-
cepted by the courts. it 4 a possible avenue for redress. For students at a
private university who ate concerned about censorship of their publications,
the best course of action is to be familiar with what the school catalog and
dspartmental materials say about operation of the newspaper and periodicals.

4



Administratori:
Permissible Control

The Supreme Court in Near v. Minnesota [1931] said expression can lose
its First Amendment protection if it is libelous, obscene or significantly
detrimental to national security tNew York Thies Co., 1971; Organization
for a Better Austin, 1971). Courts have held that student publications can
also lose their constitutional protection by materially and substantially inter:
feting with the educational process. Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Corn-
munity Scbool District (1969), the touchstone for most students rights cases,
adopts language from the Fifth Circuit, which invalidated a regulation pro-
hibitjng the wearing of "freedom buttons" by black students in a Southern
high school. School officials were unable to prove disruption resulted because
of the students' actions, and the court .laid down the rule that is the standard
against which student actions are measured:

(School administratorsr cannot infringe their students' right to free and un-
restricted expression as suaranteed to them under the First Amendment to
the Constitution, where the exercise of such rights . Noes) not materially
and substantially interfere with the requirements of appropriate discipline
in the operation of the school. (Burnside, 1966, at 749)

It is significant that in a second case decided by the same Court of Appeals
on the same day school officials were upheld in suspending students wearing
"freedom buttons" because they attempted to force buttons on other students
and created what administrators described, and the court accepted, as ma-
terial and substantial disruption [Blackwell. 1966].

The Supreme Court in Tinker [1969] left room, for admi.listratars to'
control disruptive or potentially disruptivP expression, such as that contain-
ing words which an their face "inflict iniury or tend to incite anAmmeditte
breach of the peace" [Chaplinsky, 19421 or which "have all the effect of
force" (Near, 1931). Most recently, the Court reinforced the right of the
state to abridge the freedom of expression where "advocacy is directed to in-
citing or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce
such action" [Brandenburg, 1969). Such words, however, are not easily and
obviously identified. Of concern are the degree of threatened disorder, the
reasonableness of the state's determination that such a threat existcs, and the
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point at which the state should intervene...Not only the content of the ex-
pression, but also the circumstances, including the context of the expression
and the audience to which it is directed, must be considered (Clunning Club,
1971).

Three cases involving college ;talents' distribution of potentiallY disrup-
tive material illustrate the boundaries courts see for First Amendinent rights
OA CallINSCS.

In Norton v. Discipline Cupin 'diet (196$1, eight students at East Ten-
nessee State University were suspended by 01C uhool's discipline wmmittee
for distributing on campus material described as "fast, sediti and intlam-
matory."- The Sixth Circuit ch4racterized it as "cikulated cause a dis-
turbance and disruption of schoc. activities and to bring ut ridicule of
and contempt for the school authorities." For instance, leafkts urged students
to "stand up and fight" and to "assault the bastions of ad ninistrative tyr-
anny." They called school officials "despots" add referred t thc itdministra-
tion as a "problem child." The court saw ale language as "an open exhorta-
tion to the students to engage in oisorderly and destructiv,t activities." After
the leaflets were distributed, twenty-five students told a school dean that they
"wanted to get rid of this group of agitators." On the strength of this, thc
court held that the school president properly forecast material and substantial
interference with school activities and acted correctly: in holding hearings
leading to the students' suspensions. The court stressed that school officials
did not have to delay action "until after the riot has started and buildings
have been taken over and damaged." Instead, they could "clip such action
in the bud" and take steps to preyent the inception of disruptions. In a
strong dissenting opinion, Judge Anthony J. Celebrezae said he felt there
was insufficient evidence to predict disturbances resulting from distribution
of the leaflets. Instead, he suggested, the twenty-five students who implied
they would cause disorder if the "agitators" were not stopped. should have
been the ones disciplined,

In a second case, 76nes v. Stale Board [1969), the Sixth Circuit upheld
the suspenSion 2nd expulsion of a group of students Iwo Tennessee A & I
State University in part for distributing leaflets calling for a'boycott.of class
registration and in part for disrupting meetings on campus. The court af-
firmed the District Court's ruling that the suspension was not as a result of
an exettise of First Amendment freedoms, but because of "condui t ob-
structing the educational functions of the University" [Jones, 1969).

In Speake v. 'Grantham [1970), a federal District Court upheld the sus-
pensions of studasts.for, in part; attempting to distribute leaflets containing
the false information that classes would be suspended the two days -before
final examinations because of violence at Jackson State and the "critical
situation on our campus." The court said that it is tiot necessarg for school
officials to delay action against those who "would disrupt the academic proc-
ess or interfere with the orderly conduct thereof" or interfere with the rights
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of other students until after the 'action has been takei i.ni the damage in-
flictcd. The students were not suspended for exercising their First Amend-
ment rights, said the court, but for possessing leaflets which contributed, or
might have contributed, to the disruption of normal educational activities.

In addition to consideratiOn of "material and substantial disruption," the
Supreme Court has recognized that certain conduct pay be regulated despite

incidental "speech" element. For instance, the Court said that punishment
iMptised for binning draft card did not violate the individual's rights, be-
cause (1) the regulation involved was within the constitutional power of the
government, (2) it furthered an important governmental interest, (3) the
governmental intekest was unrelattd to the suppression of free expression,
and (4) the incidental restricfon on free expression was no greater than
necessary to further 'that intereq [United'Statcs, 1968; Gay Students, 1974].
These criteria may also be 'zed to distinguish impermissible control of -cx-.
pression from acceptable control of action by universiO'-aarninistrators,
the special circumstances existing on college campuses, courts have held thit
administrators should attempt to control potentially disruptive printed ma-
terial not through direct censorship of content but, if necessary, through
nondiscriminatory imposition of regulations regarding time, place, and man-
ner of distribution. The Supreme Court stated in flealy v. lames [1972] that
"just as in the community at large, reasonable regulations with respect to the
tiMe, the place, and tir: manner in which student groups conduct their speech-
related activities must be respected."

Put differently, one court has indicated that freedom of expression, not
being absolute, must be exercised with consideration for the "general corn-
i-ort and convenience, consonant with peace and good order and the -righ ts
of others.- Lack of limited regulation of time, place, aad manner of distri::
bution ,of material, said the court, would hinder the educational process
[Board of Supervisors, 1973]. Another moil has cited two Supreme Court
decisions [Breard, 1951; Grayned, 1972] upholding reasonable, nondis-
crimingory imposition of regulations necessary to further significant govern-
merta t interests; the court cited the necessity to continue school operations
as one of these interests. The court laid the crucial question in determining
wbether regulation of free expression is acceptable is whether the manner of
exprescion is basically incompatible with the normal activity of a certain place
at a certain time. Thus, distributing newspapers during class time could prop:
erly be restricted, but distributing them on campus at points away from class-
rooms might not be curtailed. Such minor annoyances as litter on campus
from discarded newspapers would not be coasidered sufficient grounds to .

abridge First Amendment freedoms [New Times, 1974].
In a situation involving both protected expression and action beiond First

Amendment protection, a group of students at Portland State University,
who had been active in the United F22111 Workers' movement, attemptedo
have Teamster-harvested -.lettuce removed from the college menus. They set
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up tents and sleeping bags on the library lawn ani passed out leaflets to
passer-by. After a week, and several administration requests zo take down
the structures, the students were arrested for" trespassing. An Oregon ap-
pellate court rejected the students' contentidn that the tents were "symbolic
speech," portraying the plight of farm workers. Handing out leaflets was
protected expression, said the court, but erecting tents on the library lAwn
went beyond.symbolic speech Co action which could be regulated. Citing
United States e. O'Brien [1968], the court said incidental infringement on
First Amendment rights was permissible if necessary to regulate non-speech
conduct (State, 19761. -

A more restrictive view of admihistrators' powers to set regulations re-
garding time, 'place, and, manner of distribution is taken by one .federal
District Court. In a tasc involving solicitation of members ?nd dues for a
political group on a Texas college campus, the court emphasized that it is
"well-settled law" that if state actio'n impinges on "high-order Firs' Amend-
ment rights," the state Must prove that tovemmental inteicsts are sufficiently
compelling to justify any impingcment oh free expreision. Acilrding to the
court, "Absent such a showing, any lime,"manner,' or 'plate' regulation is
unreasonable." Thc court did state that prevention of "sub..' mtial disorder
or material disruption of classroom activity" would be a compelling state
interest (New Left, 1971).

Similarly, a dissenting opinion in Norton v. Discipline Committee [1969)
iniicates that students may-be disciplined for vidating established rules re-
garding time, place, and manner 6f distribution, such as inhibiting the flow
of pedestrian traiftc while distributing, accompanying distribution with -Jolla
and Kaucous noises, or distributing at times of the day calculated to disturb
others. The implication, hOwever, is that regulations more restrictive than
these might not be considered "reasonable."

The First Circuit's view may darify administrators' powers to impose,
indirect restrictions:

Communicative conduct is subject to regulation as to "time, place and man-
ner" in the furtherance of a substantial governmental interest, so long as the
restrictions imposed are only so brokd as required in order to further the in-
wrest and are unrelated to the content and subject matter of the message
communicated. [Gay Students, 1974, at 660]

Administrators may restrict news gathering activities by limiting access to
certain records and meetings. The Buckley Amendment punishes schools
with loss of federal funds if they reveal other than directory information
about students. Other restrictions on records come from various state laws,
which are not uniform from one state to another.

For instance, a student reporter at the University of New Mexico asked the
director of personnel for access ro certain information in the personnel
records of non-academic !tail'. Aecess was denied. The state supreme court
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ruled that Ncw Mexico's public records act should be read broadly, allowing
the student to see "those portions of the personnel records that arc not
specifically exempted by statute and are not considered to be confidential."
However, the statute exempts medical records, letters of reference, and
letters or memorandums which are matters of opinion. Additiomilly, thc
coun also exempted any information furnished after a promise to keep it
confidential "where the release of that information siould noç be in the
public interest A promise of confidentiality is not sufficient, said the
court, if there is reasonable justification tx sed on public policy for releasing
the records. Finally, the court would not accept the premise that an unduc
burden on the university's records office would justify refusing the student
journalist's request (Newsome, 1977).

On at least two occasions, courts have held that meetings of '.aw school
faculties at public universities did not come under state open meetings
statutes. The Tennessee supreme court said that gatherings of &color and
committees of the University of Tennessee law school did not constitute
meetings of a "glverning body" of a public body, and thus did not have to
be open to law students or members of the public (Fain, 1077). Similarly,
ihc NorTh Carciiina high court said that to come under the statc's open
meetings statute the law school faculty would have to 14(1) be a component
part of a 'governing and governmental' body of the State, and (2) . . .'have
or claim authority to. . .act' as a 'body politic." The court chose to read the
language of the statute narrowly, saying the faculty did not act as a "body
politic," that it was simply a group of employees of the university's Board of
Governors. The court mused about what might happen if a meeting of the
football cozches were open to the public [Student Bar Assoc., 19771.

During the 1977-78 school year, the president ot the University of Florida
and thc Independent Florida Alkgator editor had several disagreements Over
meetings from which newspaper reporters were barred. One incident in-
volved a university vice-president who attempted to meet in his office with
several other people. Two Alligatar,reporters who refused to leave the office
were officially reprimanded by the university for their actions. The reporters
claimed to be acting as "professional journalists" instead of students, and
thus not open to reprimand undec,the student conduct code. University
offkials said their status as suidents was not-diminished by their journalistk
positis and that since the university president is the "sole policy-making
authority," all committees and other bodies on campus are advisory only.
Thus, the university says, the latter do not come under Florida's open
meetings law which calls for meetings to be open "at which official acts arc
taken" [College ofjournalism, 1978).



:Administrators
as Censors,

Despite indications that college student publications do not have pub-
lishers analogous to those of privately owned newspapers of periodicals, some

Nmiversity administrators have attempted to act in that capacity, restricting
distritiution of material, disciplining student editors, and otherwise inhibiting
the flow of constitutionally Protecied materials on college campuses. In many
instances, their actions have.been impermissibk.

Prior Restriiint,
The Supreme Court has emphasized ihat Firsr Amt;ndment proteaions ap.

ply with equal force on colic! ge campuses and in the community [Healy,
19721. Numerous cases have made it clear that once a public college or
university makes an activity available to Audents, it must operate that activity
in accordance with First Amendment principles (Trujillo, 1971). It car.not,
for instance, fund a stvdent publication and then arbitrarily restrict the ma-
terial it may publish [ACLU, 19701

Administrators 'are not powerless, however. To some extent they ma:, )e
permitted to rastrict expression on campus, depending on whether the re.
strictions are (1) direct limitations placed en the content, or (2) indirect
limitations placed on conduct incident to the expression, that is; timt,
place, and manner of distribution. Indirect limitations mr.y be considerec:
acceptable if they are reasonable, nondiscriminatory, an4 imposed for the
purpose of maintaining public order. But direct limitations on content tan
be imposed Only if there are special circumstances, usually meaning that the
material will to a material and substantial degree inierfere with school, oper-
ations (Charming Club, 1971; Tinker, 19691 Free capression does not mean
unrestricted expression, and students' constitutirAial rights may be modified
or must yield entirely when they interfere vlich the school's need to main-
tain order and continue the educational precess (Antonelli, 1970).

However, the burrt-n of proof is ors school administrators to shosy that
abridgment of basic freedoms is necemary. When First Amendment rights.
itre restricted, "the burden of proof is op the state to show that the govern-
mental interests .a.Sserted to support the impingement are 'compelling"
[New Left, 1971). Prior restraint, that is, administrative approval of ill
material to be published, is a direct regulation of rontea and is Ilierefore
acceptable only when there is substantial 'ustification, an "overriding govern-
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mental interest vindicating interference with First Amendment freedoms"
(Channing Club, 1971). kis instructive to 104 ot William Blackstone's
declaration about prior restraint as qUoted by Chief Justice Hughes in Near:
"The liberty of,the press is indeed essential to the nature of a frac state; but
this consists in !ging no previous restraints upon publkation, and not in
freedom frOm censure for criminal matter when published" (Near, 1931, at
713).

The hairnets of the Bill of Rights, intensely disliking some forms of cen-
sorship cod licensing laws in England,' assumed that the First Amendment
incorporated the common law ban on prior restraints [Emerson, 1053]. It

- was thought that governments should not have the power to tequire material
to be submitted to them and accepted before allowing distribution. The Su-
preme Court in Near v. Mhmesota.(1031) gated that only in exceptional
drcurnstkaces will prior restraint be permittedfor exprese.on which would
hinder the 'dation during wartime, for expression which would incite violent
or forceful overthrow of the government, for obscene expression, and for
certain inginces of libel. Forty years later in the Pentagon papas case, the
Court Med-against the use of prior restraint unjess the government could
show "justification for the imposition of such a resuaint" [New York Times
Co. , 197 1 . Only for motion pictures has the Court allowed a system of prior
restraint, even then requiring safeguards agaihst discriminatmy imposition
of censorship [Freedman, 19651.

Student publications are similarly projected horn prior censorship. A sik
nificant CAW ia point is dintonelli v. itansmaisd (19701 involvingthe stu-

_dent newspaper at Fitchburg (Mass.) 'State College. usiding 'for the paper
had come from compulsory student activity fees which, according to Mas-
sachusetts state law, were to be expended "as the president of the college
may direct." John Antonelli was elected editor of the paper an6 changed its
name from Kagspw Vim to The Cycle and its focus from "student news and
events on campus" to "areas of broader social and political impact." In one
issue he attempted to reprint an article by Eldlidge Cleaver which had
originally appeared in Ramparts magazine. The printer "objected -to the
theme of and the four-letter words generously used in the, tea of" the
article. He informed the president of the college, blues J. Hammond, who
stated that "piblications should provide an oppoitunity for students to de.
%clop skills in journalism, should not consist primarily of compilations pub-
lished previoasly elsewhere and should not serve as a vehicle fot 'the dis-
semination Of obscene material."Hammond then insisted that before ha
would selease funds to pay for future. issuei, all material to be printed h2 The
,Cycle would have to .be approved by Win or his representative. Antonelli
agreed that while court proCeedings (which were instituted by Antonelli to
stop Hammond from renewing material, and withholding funds) were con-
tinuing; be would allow stories to be reviewed bran advisory board so that
"some form of student publication" mild be distributed. The board was
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established but with 'no guidelines of acceptability.. . . established and no
standards [to] liiiit the discretion of the two faculty members as they
pass[ed] judgenent on the m aerial submitted to them."

A federal Pistrkt Court viewed the board's powers in "the narrowest light
possible, 14 censorial only over the obscene." But the court noted that
regardless of how narrow the function, it WAS still exercising previous re- ,

straint and, consequently, there was a "heavy presumption against its con- \
stitutional validity." While it is true that obscenity does not fall within
constitutionally protected expression, the method of achieving the suppres-
sion is crucial. "Whenever the state takes any measure to regulate obscenity
it must conform to procedures calculated te, avoid the danger that protected
expression will be caught in the regu!atory dragnet." The court noted that
it was doubtful any procedural safeguards could he formulated which would
support prior censorship. Certainly, Fitchburg State College had nom. This,
taken together with President Hammond's apparent lack of know iedge of
the complexities of Supreme Court obscenity rulings, as noted in the deci-
sion, caused the court to conclude that establishment of the advisory board
was "prima facie an unconstitutional exercise of state power."

The decision does state that the "exercise of rights by individuals must
yield when they are incompatible with the school's obligation to maintain
the circler and discipline necessary for the success of the educational proceis."
But there was no such justification here.

Significantly, the decision holds that the Massachusetts law giving the
college president power to distribute student body funds ."does nt make him
ultimately responsible for what is printed- in the campus newspaper." The'
president's power

imposes no duty on [h411] to ratify or to pass judgment on a particular
activity. The discretion granted is in the determination whether the funds to
be expended actually further the activities to which they are intended to be
applied. Once that determination has been made, the expenditure a ma:14s-
tory. LAntonelli, 1970, at 133643373

The decision does concede the state has the power to regulate forms of ex-
Kaska ."to some degree, . . but, the creation of the form does noj give
birth also to the power to mold its- substance. . . The state is not necessarily
the unrestrairl master of what ittreates and fosters" [Antonelli- 1970, at
13373. For instance, it might be reasonable.to restrict student newspapers
to publisIsing articles written only by students, said the court, but it is not
reasonable to restrict what articles students write or the thoughts expressed.
Tbe dicision concludes: "It would be inconsistent with basic assumptions of
First Amendment freedoms to permit a campus newspaper to be simply a
vehicle for ideas the state or the college administration deems appropriate"
.[Antanai, 1970, at 1337].

In a second important ca..se involving students' freedom of expression,
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Joyner v. Whiting [1973), the president of North Carolina Central Uni-
versity attempted to impuse prior restraint on a student newspaper by with-
holding funds unless published material met his approval. The situation arc=
when Johnnie Joyner, the student editor, printed a front page editorial in-
dicating that white students were not welcome at the previously all black
school. He then declared that white students would not be allowed on the
paper's staff and that advertising from white.owned businesses would not be
accepted. Fearinig that the school would thereby be violating ti Fourteenth
Amendment and the 1964 Civil Rights Act, President Albert Whiting with-
drew futurcial support from the paper.

The Court of Appeals for the Fourth Cirtuit refused to accept the District
Court's theory that this case was an exception to the "well chartered vniterS"
that schoOl officials cannot withdraw financial support to a newspaper be-
cause of disagreement with its editorial stance (though the court did affirm
that a newspaper may be discontinued fc,r reasons "wholly unrelated to the
First Amendment"). The lower court had ruled that the paper's edibarial
stance dicl, indeed, violate the taws against state agencies encouraging racial
segregation and that state money could not be used for this purpose. Further-
more, the lower court said, any future funding of a campus paper would
come about because the administration accepted that publication's editorial
policies. This would be using school f unconstitutionally to promote one
point of view over another. The sol therefor; was to forbid funding
of any campus paper.

However, the Fourih Circuit said the case law concerning the limits of
administrators' control over students' First Amendment rights was too stiong
to allow such a ruling. The court saw no disruption of school activities due
to Joyner's policies nor a refusal by Joyner to publish pro-integration ma-
terial. Since Joyner later disavowed his staffing and advertising policies, the
court' saw no basis for the claim that the newspaper's editorial policies put
the University in the position of violating the law.

The Anionelli (1970) and Joyner [1973) cases show that public col-
lege administrators cannot impose prior restraint on student publications,
except in unusual circumstances, just as other government officials cannot
impose prior restraint on privately owned print media, However, there is
disagreement about whether the cases preclude prior review of nuterial, for
instance, to determine if it violates the exception& enumerated in Near [1931].
Even where prior review is permitted, such review must be accompanied by
carefully drawn regulations designed to prevent abusive chilling of expres-
sion which might result from this review. The Anionslli court found unac-
ceptable the review board established by the college president because its
primary function was to "pass on the .acceptability of material intended to
be published . . . and to prevent the printing of articles which the adminis.
tration [derided were) not fit for the campus newspaper." Similarly in
Scitiff v. [1975], the Fifth Circuit held that a university president
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could not fite Student newspaier editors because he objected to poor grammar
and, spelling and to inaccuracies he saw in certain articles. However, one
court has implied it' may be permisalle to review material in a student puli-
lication to consider its form rather than its content:

To recommend that an editorial written in a !hose line be rendered in iambic
pentameter may be a suggestion concerning form, but the deletion [of an
article] . . . obviously concern[s] content. The right of free expression would
have little meaning if otherwise protected speech could be so altered. [Tru-
jillo, 1971. at 1270; see "Freedom of che Press," 1970)

-Thtis, student publications th tt are structured with faculty members in key
editorial posts, that are laboratory publications, or that have faculty advisers
who carefully review copy may not be abridging students' freedom of ex-
pression if material is reviewed for form and not content, tha is, if the
purpose is to teach better journalistic or creative writing techniques and prac-
tices. The remedies Used to coraect problems fmind in the writing and editing
may be the determining factor regarding the constitutionality of such actions.

Prior restraint can involve refusal to print, refusal to pay for the printing
of a publication, or refusal to allow distribution. In the first instance, the
printing firm itself may balk at the material and may call it to a school ad-
nunistrator's attention, as in the Antonelli [1970] case or a case involving
a student literary magazine at the University of Mississippi (Bazaar, 1973).

.a printer faced with a student magakine from the University of
Maryland 'with a picture of a burning American flag on its cover refused
to print the issue, informing the school that he believed he would be subject
to criminal prosecution under the state's Anti-desecration statute. Under Mary-
land law such a depiction may be a criminal act, and the state attorney gen-
eral issued a ruling saying it would subject any printer who printed the
cover to criMinal liability. A second firm agreed to print the magazine, but
the University then said that, on the attorney general's advice, it would not
pay for their services. The printing was stopped and another cover with the
word "Censored" printed diagonally across was printed. A federal District
Ciurt ruled the statute Was being applied unconstitutionally in this instance
(Korn, 1970).

Decisions in several cases have emphasized that prohibiting distribution of
student publications because of a disagreement with or dislike of the con-
tents is an unconstitutional form of prior restraint. An important case il-
lustraiing this is Bazaar v. Fortune [19731 Which involved Images, a student
literary magazine at the University of Mississippi: The magazine wis char-
tered and recognized by the University and, according to the court, was in-
tended as a vehicle for student-written and student-edited .literary composi-
tions. It was reproduced by the University's central duplicating facility. The
tnagazine was sold at a nominal charge, with additional money coming from
the Associated Student Body Activities Fund and any losses,being made up
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by the English Department. The publication had close ties with a regular
English Department course in creative writing, the instructorpf which served
as magazine adviser.

One issue included two short stories, among several poems and illustra-
tions, which were written by one student in the creative writing class and
which concerned "inter-radial love and black pride," according to the court.
The superintendent of the printing facility suggested that the school chancel-
lor should look closely at the two smies. He did, decided to hold up bind-
ing and distributing the issue, and formed a committee of deans of various
University departments to determine if the two stories were acceptable. The
particular concern was what the court called "some quite 'earthy' language."
The committee decided publication would be "inappropriate." The court
said that the words to which the committee apparently objected were used
in the conversations of characters in the stories who could be expected to use
such language and were not used in a "pandering" manner or in a "sexual
sense."

The Fifth Circuit sustained a District Court's ruling that the University
officials should not interfere in the magazine's distribution. The court said
the University's claim that it was publisher of the magazine and, therefore,
siras able to stop publication was not valid. It found that the University's
financial connection with the publication- was "tenuous," that part of the
financing came from the Associated Students, and that a statement in the
magaime tbat it was published by students at the University with the advice
of the English Deptutment was not suffident to equate the school with a
private publisher. More specifically, tht: court said, "the .University herr is
clearly an arm of the state and this single fact will always distinguish it from
the purely private pnblisher as far as censorship rights are concerned."

An attempt to inhibit distribution on a college campus of a privately owned
publication was held unconstitutional in New Times v. Arizona Board of
Re,vems [1974) by the. Arizona Supreme Court. Regents of the University
of 'Arizor4 established regulations limiting to six the distribution points of
off-campus newspapers, requiring that they use dispensing machines,. and
seal% a $2 fee per newsstand per issue. ,The court held that there was no
compelling state interest which would justify such rules, stressing that a con-
cern about an excessiie amount of litter on campus would not be acceptable
justification.
" Emphasizing that freedom of the press extends to circulation and distri-
bution as well as to publishing, the _court said the regulations were note"de-
signed to prevent the disruption of the ordinary educational activities of the
campus nor to insure that those seeking to distribute newspapers will not
interfere with those seeking to occupy the public grounds for other legitimate
purposes." The rides,,which allowed for no form of distribution other than'
coin-operated boxes, Were also unconstitutional because they demanded obtain-
ing the University's permission to. distribute. Additionally, the court saw the
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.$2 fee as a Lim= to distribute, which is impermissible when the fee is not
"apportioned to and contingent upon the expense" &Nuked to adminhter
the ordinance under which the fee is charged [New Times, 1974).

Prohibition of distribution also was not allowed in two cases involving
publications which administrators considered obscene or profane. In one, the

.Supreme Court held that an "underground" newspaper contained pmtected
expression [Papish, 19731 In the second, a federal DistrickCourt noted that
books and magazines containinglanguage similar to that found in the studeot
publication were to 1,:e found in the university library and bookstore [Chan-
ning Club, 1971].

The Louisiana Suprtme Court, however, allowed Louhiana State University
(New Orleans) to prohibit distribution of political materials by two students
who were the only membets Of the Revolutionary Communist-Youth. A Uni-
versity rule required prior approval before literatute could be sold on coopus,
granting such approval so long as there was no interference wizti school opera-
tion& Additionally, the University claimed that limited spare in the Union
Center required that only student groups recognized by the University could
be granted space to sell publications ir that building. To be reognized, a
gtoup had to.have ten members. Since ine Rev-Autionary Communist Youth
did not meet that requirement, the group could not apply for space in the
Center. The court agreed that University facilities were limited and therefore
could not be "mrtetided to all COMM. Somewhere a line had to be drawn."
Thus, the court did not deem unconstitutional the denial of permission in
this case [Board of Supervisors, 1973].

A federal district court in North Carolina, however, would not allow the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte to draw the distinction between
student and community groups. Members of the United States Labor Party
and the National Caucus of Labor Committee complained that school of-
ficials would,not allow them to distribute on campus copies of their paper,
New Solidarity. They tried to sell the paper as well as give it away, and they
attempted to distribute other political leaflets. Local Charlotte newspapers
were allowed to be distributed and sold on campus. At various times school
authorities restricted distribution of New Solidarity to a table inside thc
student center, told the plaintiffs they needed d recognized student
organization to sponsor them if they wanted to distribute in other places,:
and delayed for several months in answering a request to distribute
literature.

The court said that "a partial dedication to First Amendment uses"
effectively gives those rights to all. Thus, the university's distinction bet-
ween sponsored (invited) and other (uninvited) persons and organLitinns
was not permissible. The school could set reasonable, nondiscriminatory
rules regulating the time, place and manner of the exercise of First
Amendment rights, and could prohibit people from interfering with classes.
However, the court found no evidence that outsiders were more likely to
cause disruption or disobey the rules than were student:.
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Also, the court ruled invalid the university's requirement that "all
requests for campus space (to distribute material) must have the written
approval of the appropriate administrative official. This was seen as a prior
restraint, since no specific guidelines described what would and would not
be acceptable and since the school delayed several months in giving a final
decision on wrmission to distribute the Labor Party's newspaper [Brubaker,
1975) .

Sow administrators have claimed that student publications, whether school-
approved or not, and publications produced Off-G1OVUS but distributed to
students, are "commercial" publications, either because they are sold or because
they carry advertising, and therefore are not protected by the First Amend-
ment Courts have geoerally held that materials do t.A lase their constitutional
protection simply be;r:Suse they are disseminated unda commercial auspices
[Jacobs, 1973, at 608-6101. The Supreme Court hir. saitt "The commercial
nature of the activity is no justification for narrowing the protection of ex-
pression secured by the First Amendment" [Ginzburg, 1966, at 949; see
New Left, 1971; New Times, 1974; Bigelow, 1975).

In the face of these protections for student publications, the University
of Mississippi attempted to dissociate itself from a literary magazine it believed
to be of inferior quality. In the Bazaar [1973] case, the Fifth Circuit allowed
the University, at its option, to place or stamp on the magazine's cover a
disclaimer: 'This is not an official publication of the University." In dis-
senting from this, two judges claimed that the court had in fact ignored the
basic issue in the case, namely, whether the University has the right not to
sponsor the publication. According to the dissenting opinion, the T-Tniversity
made plain it did not want to confiscate the publication or prohibit its pri-
vate distribution. Rather the dispute was that the school did not want to
sponsor the magazine, while the students felt they were entitled to sponsor-
ship. In concurring with the Supreme Court's refusal to hear the case on
appeal, Chief Justice Warren Burger commented that he read the decisions
of the lower courts as

not requiring the university to continue to make available to the respondents,
at public expense, facilities of the university for the production of any future
publication. Those attending a state university, have a right to. he. free from
official censorship in their speech and writings, but this right does not require
the university to commit its faculty or financial resources to any activity which
it considers to be of substandud or marginal quality. [Bazaar, 1974, at 995]

This is not a Supreme Court opinion, but the comment of an iaidividual jus-
tice. Courts would certainly have difficulty drawing Burger's distinction be-
tween refusal to fund based on quality and refusal based on disagreement
with content In fact, the University of Mississippi administrators' initial
concern with the literary magazine seemingly was with the use of certain
"earthy language." Did they then wish to separate the University from the
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magazirn because of quality or content? Courts have not yet hadto deal with
this firc line; in fact, the Court of Appeals avoided it in the Bazaar ':1973]
case.

Vagueness and Overbreadth
In attempting`to regulate student expression, some universities have prom-

ulgated rules which are vague and/or overbroa4'. While in colleges such rules
are frequently ,informal and are not codified as they are in secondaty schools
[Trager, 1974), they are nonetheless subject to attack. Rules must be drawn
narrowly and precisely and must be applied in a nondiscriminatory fashion to
avoid charges of vegueness and overbreadth [Papish, 1973].

Thi Supreme Court's "void-for-vagueness" guideline stipulates that a rule
"which either forbids or requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that
men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ
as to its application violates the fint essential of due process" ,1Connally,
1926, at 391]. Words in the regulation must provide "an ascertainable stand-
ard of conduct" (Baggett, 1964, at 3723 and must_ "be susteptible of objec-
tive measurement" [Cramp, 1961, at 2863. Thus, a regulation must contain
definite rules of conduct and must specify that certain violations sill result
in certain punishments [Marinelli, 19:7311, For instance, in a case involving
the suspensior of college students, a DiF.rut Cuurt judge held the term "mis-
conduct" to be vague (Soglin, 1968). To avoid vagueness, then, a regulation
applied to college students "must be sufficiently definite to provide notice to
reasonable students that they must conform their conduct to its requirements
and may not be so vague" that its meaning is not clear and understandable
[Budd, 1969, at 1034-1035).

The other prong of the "void-fo6;agueness" doctrine is overbreadth, that
is, whether a reasonable application of a rule's sanctions ceuld include -

duct otherwise protected by the Constitution. Courts have indicaç me
general conditions rules must meet. First, the rule must ENe sptcific, including
precise places and times where possession and distributio ot student publi-
cations are prohibited. Second, the rule mut.t be understandable to persons
of the age and maturity it covers, Third, the rule must not prohibit protected
activity, such as that which is orclerly and nondisruptive [Jacobs, 1973, at
604-6051.

There is not total agreement regarding the application of the "void-for-
vagueness" doctrine to students. In their General Order on Student Disci-
pline, while holding that dallied codes of student conduct are counterpro-

. ductive on the college level, a group of federal judges in Missouri stated that
the vagueness doctrine "does\not, in the absence of exceptional circumstances,
apply to standards of student conduct. The validity of the form of standards
of student conduct . ordinarily should be determined by recognized educa-
tional standards" [General' Order, 1968, at 146-141.
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.Several courts dealing with freedom of expression for college students,
however, have indicated a displeasure with vague and overbroad regulations
For instance, the foyer [1973) court specified that to comply with the First
Amendment, rules must be narrowly drawn to rectify only specific abuses of

"the freedom'. Objections to language in a student magazine on the grounds
of "taste" and "appropriateness" were considered vague [Bazaar, 1973).
Informal rules allowing a faculty advisory board to approve or reject material
fora studau paper were considered overbroa.1 since it was not specified on
what corwitutionally permissible grounds the board would make its decisions
[Antonelli, 1970].

An example of rules both vague and overbroad is found in New Left
Education Project v. Board of Regents (1971 ). The University of Texas pro-
hibited the sale of a student newspaper under rules forbidding both "com-
mercial" and "noncommercial" solicitation on campus, the former term being
defined very broadly, the latter not being defined at all. A federal District
Court held the rules overbroad, encompassing otherwise protected material
While the University could forbid disruptive or fraudulent solicitation, the
rules went beyond that "small caliber precision" required of regulations affect-
ing First Amendment rights. Classroom disruptions, proliferation of solici-
tation booths, and litter problems could all be avoided With narrowly drawn
rules. But broad regulations unreasonably restricting students' freedom of
expression were unconstitutional. Additionally, the court said that a rn1:f allow-
ing sales, if authorized by the Uniyersity, was an impermissible hrrn of
licensing, since no standards existed which governed the granting of ?ernais-

.sion. Exercising freedom of, expression, said the court, cannot be contingent
upon arbitrary administrative decisions.

The University and Its "image"
The Supreme Court in Tinker [1969] specified that before students' free-

dsciA of -xpres.sion could be abridged, school officials had to be able to show
that their actions were 'caused by' something more than mere desire to avoid
the discomfort and unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular view-
point." To some college administrators, the discomfort comes from adverse
community reaction to material appearing in student publications. The Uni-
versity of Mississippi, for instance, found certain words in a student literary
magazine to be "distaseful" and claimed publication would "endanger the
current public confidence and 7,00d will" which the University enjoyed. The
FiK Circuit said that such corsiderations might be involved in determining
whether to limit students' free expression but felt such a rationale should be
"handled gingerly and applied only in what can be characterized as most
extreme cases" [Bazaar, 1973). just what the court meant by "extreme cases"
is not clear. It would appear, under Supreme Court rulings, that "extreme
cases" could be restricted only to "material and substantial disruption" or
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Anainteruinq of order and discipline. The Fifth Circuit distinguished a pre-- ...,*ous decon i_t_had made, which involved "quite vitriolic and vulgar per-
spanal attack(' laai Ischotil administrators made by a nantenured teacher..There.
he court indicated that the effect of such attacks on public confidence in

..t
ithe university might be a factor in dismissing the teacher [Duke, 1972].
+.1 The First Circuit considered whetner groups might lose their freedom of
kpression by promoting values "so far beyond the pale of the wider commit-
nity's values" that First Amendment protection could not be granted. The
court said that it may not b.- possible to ascertain a community's values- on
cettain issues, for example, permissive abortions, socialism, and pre-marital

- sex. The court stated that in almost all cases groups can be found within a
community both favoring and disagreeing with particular stands on these
and other issues. The First Circuit indicated that the First Amendment per-
mits a wide range of subjects to be discussed, including those that might
infuriate the community [Gay Students, 19743.

Schiff v. Williams (1975) is the most significant case dealing with a uni-
versity's image and community valuesdismissal of student editors was based
in large part on these factors. During the 1973 fall semester, Florida Atlantic
University President Kenneth Williams dismissed three student editors from
their positions on the Atlantic Sun and began publishing the paper using
administrative personnel. In a statement published in the Sun, Williams
said that "the level of editorial responsibility and competence has
deteriorated to the extent that it reflects discredit and embarrassment upon
the university." He said the paper's decreasing quality was irreversible
under the editors he dismissed. Hc claimed the editor did not respect the
publication's guidelines, whith stated that the student newspaper would
not be a "gripp,sheet," a "smen sheet," or "representative of shoddy,
'yellow' journalism." Thc guidelines, which were approved by the Board of
Regents and thc president, also specified that the newsisaper "must reflect
the best interests of.the Univc, .ity community it serves." The president said
the .514: -reflected a standard of spelling, grammar, and language unac-
cept;Jiir in a university publication, that it "emphasized vilification and
rumor mongering," and that stories had been "incorrect and misleading."
He characterized editorials as "immature and unsophistkated.

The editors sued in a federal District Court and won reinstatement to
their positions. The University appealed and the Fifth Circuit affirmed,
rejecting the University's anument that since the editors were state em-
ployees, their First Amendment freedoms were outweighed by the
University's desire to "project a proper view of the university and its student
body."

The court said that unsubstantiated references to Ihe paper's poor technical
quality would not support a claim that the University'utetests were superior
to the students' freedom of expression. The "special circtunstancm" were not
present which would allow abridgment of "the right of free speech embodied
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in the publication of a college student newspaper." Certainly poor grammar
and spelling could not qualify as "special .circwnstances," though the court
admitted they could "embarrass, and perhaps bring some element of disre-
pute to the school." However, the court said such faults were dearly not of
the sort which could lead to a disruption of university operations or educa-
tional processes, which are "special circumstances" which might make abridg-
mem of First Amendment rights permissible,

New York state couits also dealt with the question of the public's reaction
to articles in student newspapers severely critical of organized religions. One
article was entitled "The Catholic ChurchCancer of Society," which the
court described as "a scathing attack on the Catholic Church"; the other was
"From the Hatt [sic]," which the court said could aptly be described as
"hlasphemous.""Student papers supported by mandatory activity fees on two
campuses of the City University of New York system were involved. School
officials believed publication of such material in public college pipers vio-
lated the free exercise of religion clause in the First Amendment, ..Phich has
been held to mean that the government will maintain a strict neutrality,
neither aiding nor opposing religion. A lower New York court ordered
administrators to "prevent attacks on religion in any and all publications"
and to "enforce a strict neutrality toward religion" in publ:cations.

However, the appeals court said that the student papers had been estab-
lished as forums for the free expression of ideas and opinions. Emphasizing
that once such a forum is established school authorities cannot then place
restrictions upon it which inhibit students' freedom of expression, the court
said that since there W3S no showing of material and substantial interference
with school operations K.-ause of the articles, and despite the displeasure of -

some members of thr school community or.community at large, imposing
strict neutrality regarding religion would be a violation of students' First
Amendment rights.

In dissent, one judge agreed that students have a right to express them-
selves but said that the right was not absolute, by necessity giving way to
the rights of other students "to be free from ridicule about their religious
beliefs" [Panarella, 1971).

Post-Publication Punishment

As indicatei in previous sections, attempts by college administrators to
impose prior censorship on student publications before distribution have been
generally rebuffed by the coult.s, Various attemptS have also been made to
limit student press freedom after material has been published, including sus-
pension or firing of student c ;tors and refusal to fund publications.

As with prior restraint, such methods have been upheld by courts only
when "special circumstances" exist, that is, material and substantial threats
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/ to orderly school operations. This is based on the Supreme Court's holding in,
Tinker [1969) that free expression, can be abridged only if there is intes%
ference "with the requirements of appropriate discipline." Such reasons/as
criticizing state officials [Dickey, 1967] or printing words considered
by administrators but not by the courts (Antonelli, 1970) arc not suffi
to warrant curtailing First Amendment freedoms.

The Supreme Court dealt at length with the question of maintaining
pus order in Healy v. lames [1972]. A group of students attempted to bawl.
a local chapter of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) recognized as 11\
campus organization by Central Connecticut State College. Recognition would \
have entitled the group to use school facilities for meetings and to use campus
bulletin boards and the student paper for notices. The college president re-
fused recognition primarily on the basis that the group would not be suffi-
ciently independent of the national SOS, which he believed to advocate a
philosopl.y of violence and disruption, although the students stated they
would not affiliate with the national group. Lower federal courts upheld the
presideLt's action, but the &prem.. Court reversed those decisions. The Court
viewed the case as having dements of competing interests, that is, the neces-
sity for "vn environment free from disruptive interference with the educational
process" in the one hand, and "the widest latitude for free expression and
debate consonant with the maintenance of order" on the other. The Court
saw thc First Amendment as resolving the conflict.

Noting that public colleges "are not enclaves immune from the sweep of
the First Amendment" and that First Amendment protections must not "apply
with less force" on campuses than in the community at large,. the Court
stressed that denial of recognition also prohibited the group from using cam-
pus facilities, thus inhibiting their freedom of association. Ability to meet
and exist off campus, said the Court, did not justify abridgment of First
Amendment freedoms by the school. Also, the Court eMphasized that the
burden of proof was not on students to show why they should have been
granted recognition, but on the college to show why they should not have
been.

The Court said the president's conclusions that the SDS chapter would
be "a disruptive influence" at the college and that its "prospective Ca ATMS
activities were likely to cause a disruptive influence" might have been suffi-
cient bases for his decision if they had been factually supported. In the
context of the "special characteristics of the school environment," adminis-
trators' powers to prohibit 'lawless action" are not limited to criminal acts
but to any actions which materially and substantially disrupt the work and
discipline of the school. However, where state action designed to regulate
such actions also restricts constitutionally protected rights, the state must show
that its actions are reasonably related to protection of its interests and that
the restrictions on First Amendment rights are ''no greater than essential to
furtherance of that intemst" [pnited States, 1968]. In Healy [1972], the
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Court reaffirmed its statement in Tinker (469) thlt "undifferentiated fear
or apprehension of disturbance is not enough' to ovecome the right to free.
dom of expression." .

Finally, stressing the critical line for Firs't Amendn\ely purposes between
advocacy, which is cntitkd to full protection, and actiO, which may not be,
thr Court said students Might preach changing campus :'ules and regulations,

they could not violate them.
'In a similar situation, the prerident of the University of New Hampshire,

under direct pressure from the -.tate governor to -take fini, fair and positive
action to rid your camptises of socially abhorrent activities!: or face losing
appropriations, imposed a Arid ban on social functions of the Gay Students,,
Organization ((iS0). The GSO, an officially recognized student organization,
sponsored a play on campus. During the evening individuals dyer yvhich the
GSO said it had no control distributed "extremist" homose tual publications.
The college president threatened to suspend the GSO as a sfident group and'
refused to allow the group to hold social functions on cafipus. The First
Circuit held that 'while universities may have some discretiO1 in regulating
purely social groups such as fra,ernities and sororities, its clods to restrict
cause-oriented groups abridged the students' First Amendment ,riglits, Relying
on Healy [19723, the court said that even indirect restrictions 'nay be consti-
tutionally impermissible if they impinge on students' basic Firs'', Amendment
guarantees [Gay Students, 1974).

That circumstances can exist which juitify First Amendment restrictions
is shown by the Norton [1969) (distributing literature critical of adminis-
trators), Jonei [1969] (distributing literature urging boycott of registration)
and Speake [1970) (distributing false notices that classes would not .pieet)
cases. In events leading to another case, several students in the lobby of a
Texas-junior college talked to a crowd finally numbering at least two hun.
dred persons. An administrator asked the students to have the crowd disperse
since ACCeSs to the college bookstore and to the stairways to classrooms was
impeded. They refused and were later suspended after a hearing on.charges
of causing disruptive behavioff A federal District Court cited the Tinker
language emphasizing "the need for affirming the comprehensive raithority
of the States and of school officials, consistent with fundamental constitu-
tional safeguards, to prescribe and control conduct in the schools" [Tinicer
1969, at 507]. The court accepted administrators' contentions that the excitEd
crowd might at any moment become violent and that the studenb were not
suspended for expressing their views but for causing and refusing to abate
the dislurbance [Haynes, 1974).

Disciplinary Actions and Due Process

Some college administrators", reacting adversely to student publications, have
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instituted disciplinary actions aping the students resronsible For instance,
Barbara Papish was expelled from the University of Missouri for distributing
in underground newspaper "containing formstof indecent speech," accord4
to the University's Dean of Students, in violalion of the Board ot, Curator's
bylaws [Papish, 1973). Gary Dickey was denied readmission to the fall term
at Tray State University in Alabama for "insubordination" after printing
"Censored" across a sr ace reserved for an editorial thr school president ordered
him not to print in the school, newspaper [Dickey, 1967). Dorothy Trujillo
was fired from her position as managing editor of .the Southern Colorado
State College student paper for attempting to print material her adviser Con-
sidered controversial [Trujillo., 1971). Three students were fired from edi-
torial positions on the Florida Atlantic University newspaper for publishing
what she school president called "unacceptable and deplorable' material
[Schiff, 1975). In all these cases, courts refused to accept administrators'
reasons for such discipline and ordered stud, nts returned to their former
status.

However,frourts will not in all instances overturn discipline of itudent
,journalists. In high school CaSeS, several courts have not reached constitational
questions of First Amendment rights but rather have decided cases oil the
basis of patterns of disruptive behavior or of disobedience of a inistrators'
orti-s [Trager, 1974: 53-56). This approach was taken in at one_ col-

lege case involving a school paper. John D. Yench was the stident c.clitor
when, on two occasions, the paper printed material deemed "objectionable"
by the administration of the Colorado School of Mines. The first time, Yench
was put on "probation as editor," the-second time he was put on "probation
as a student," and fir was later told that probatiPr extended until graduation.
The college had a policy that those gradu:Iting 'at the end of summer term
could attend the spring commencement, which Yedekr did. At tie commence-
ment ceremony he wore a Mickey Mouse hat, refused to r...rnove it, and other-
wise disrupted the, proceedings. He was charged with vio'etti...g the school's
standards, was found guilty at a disciplinary hearing, anil was dismissed
from the college. He brought suit a'sking readmission.

The Tenth Circuit said that although "the total of all infractions may
aggravate the ultimate penalty," this did not require the court to carefully
scrutinize prior events which did not "constitute an aggrievement in the con-
stitutional sense." The court remanded the case for consideration of whether
wearing a Mickey Mouse hat to graduation ceremonies was an exercise of
free ekpression [Yench. 11; /3).

The Yench use turned on the question of due process for students at
disciplinary proceedings. Disciplinary actions against students, including stu-
dent journalists, must comport with procedural clue ,proces.s: :hat is, certain
steps must be taken before an individual can be denied the protected' rights
of "liberty" and '.'property" specified in the Fourteenth Amendment. Gencr-
ally arbitrary or capricious punishment will not be upheld in the courts.

4 0
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The autonomy of public cducational institutiens to punish students was
Arst overturned in Dixina v. Alabataa State\Bqard of Education (1961).
The Fifth Circuit held that administrators arc clothed in governmental author-
ity, and any Actions thei take which can substaniially injure a student must
comply with minimal requirements of procedural due process. Courts have
generally noted that the process need not be equivakT to that required for
criminal charges, though certain elemmts are required. (1) adequate notice
in writing must be given so that the student will hh ufficient time to
prepare a defense (notice should include the specific ds on which
charges are made, the nature of the evidence against the tudent, and the
possible action to be taken if charges ge proven) ; (2), th.t.e must he a
hearing at which the student is offered fair opportunity to present hi; or her
evidence and explanations and to present witnesses in defense; (5)\ no disci-
plinary action may be taken on grounds for which there is no substantial
evidence; (4) results and findings of the hearing must be presented in a
report open to the student's inspection; and (5) appeal should be ava
to the highest administrative authority in the university.

Due process in disciplinary hearings does not require cross-examination of
witnesses, warnings about self-incrimination or privileges, or opening the\
hearing to the public or college community. While' several lower courts have \
indicated that the university need not allow a legal counsel to represent the
student, unless the school itself is using counsel in the hearing, the Supreme.
Court has seemingly left the door open on this point. In Gali v. Lopez
(t975] the Court said,

We stop short of construing the Due Process Clause to/require, countrywide,
that hearings in connection with short suspensions must afford the student
the oppornmity.to secure counsel. . . We should also make it clear that
we have addressed ourselves -solely to the short suspension, not exceeding
10 days. Longer suspensions or expulsions for the remainder of the term, ot
permanently, may require wore formal procedsrres. (at 583-5843

Hearing's are required for interim suspensions, which should not be based
on a presumption of guilt but on evidence presented at a preliminary hear-
ing. This, too, requires adequate notice. If it ow be shown that the student's
presence on -campus would be a danger to property, to others, or even to
the student, a temporary suspension can be imposed immediately. A hearing
should be held within a few days to substantiate the need. for suspension,
and a full hearing should be scheduled as soon as possible to comport with
procedural due process [Young & Gehring, 1974). Similarly, hcariny are
required even for short suspensions [Goss, 1975].

Hearings are not necessarily applicable in instances of suspension or expul-
sion for scholastic reasons, that is, if a student is removed froha school for
not meeting acarlernic standards.

In the Yerub [1973] case, the Tenth Circuit held that although the infor-
mal conferences at which Yench was given his first two probationary punish-
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meats did not comport with due process, Yench's failure to object to this
within a reasonable time indicated an acquiescence to the procedure.

The Supreme Court has rukd that only nominUI damages, not to exceed
$1, can be awarded to students whose rights to procedural due-process have
been abridged. Larger damage awards can be made only if there is proof that
mental and emotional distress were actually caused by. for example, being
suspended from school without a proper hearing. Nominal or substantial
damage awards can be made for deprivation of procedural due,process rights
even if the suspension isiustified iCarey, 19781.

San-dions against Publications

In addition to ditciplinary actions that may be instituted against students
who engage in niotected or unprotected expression, there may be sanctions
taken against the newspaper or periodical involved;\for ex.unple, refusing to
fund the publkation, refusing to allocate facilities for the staff, or refusing
to appoint an editor.

Refusal tn fund a publication has been dealt with most dearly in the
Anionslli [19703 and Joyner (1973) cases. The courts said that college*,
are under no affirmative obligation to establish student publications, but once'''.
such publications are established, a4ministrative actions must be guided by
the First and Fourteenth Amendments. Specifically, funds cannot be removed
from student publications for reasons having to do with students' freedom
of expression, nor can funds be stopped because the administration does not
kike the content of thr publication. Specifically, the Joyner court stated:

It may well be that a college need not estahlish a campus newspaper, or, if
a paper has been established, the college may permanently discontinue publi-
cation for reasons wholly unrelated to the First Amendment. But if a college
has a student newspaper, its publication cannot be suppressed because college
officials dislike its editorial comment. (at 460)

However, Chief Justice Burger said, in concurring with the Supreme Court's
refusal to hear the &guar (1974) case, that he did not believe a university
had to support "substandard or marginal" publications. The question may
again be one a. quality as opposed to content. The Schiff [1975) court said
dissatisfactioa with the grammatical and even reportorial quality of a student
paper could not justify firing the editors. There is not yet a clear answer to
the questions raised by Burger's comment.

Students have also attempted to stop the funding of campus periodicals.
The Trujillo [1971) case was precipitated in part by the student govern-
ment's reallocation of funds, leaving the student paper without sufficient
money to pay printer's costs.

A recent example of the power student-governmenix try to exert involm
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advertising. In the spring of 1975, the student senate at California State
University, Haywaixl, voted to stop the student oewspaper's funding if
editivs continued to arxept ads for Gallo wines. Underlying the controversy
was the union diipute between Gallo Indugria and the United Farm Work-
ers. Students -maintained that running any type of Gallo ad implied that the
student newspaper supported die Gallo cause against the UFW. The-dispute
came to a head in June when eight e4litors of the ,student paper resigned in
protest of the student government action as :well is the puollcation board's
demand that if ads were continued, UFW must be offered free advertising
space next to the Gallo ads (" 'Editor," 1976). The board subsequently
amended its advertising rules to ban all liquor and wine advertisements from
the newspaper (Repo:us% Ciimmittee, 1976: 131-132).

At Diablo Valley (Calif.) College, the student government association re-
fused to allocate any funds to the student newspaper unless editors would
agree to share editorial. decisions, devote inore coverage to ,stu4ent govern-
ment, eliminate all dnig-related articles, and allow prior review by anyone
who WAS tO be 'criticized by the newspaper in a futint edition. Student editors
refused these stipulations. Appeals to school administrators for funds to sup-
port the newspaper, published through a journalism class, were rejected
[Reporters Committee, 1975: 94). At the University of Arizona, a student
senator's call for msation of funds to the student paper and establishment of
a student senate newsletter was rejected by the student government (Klahr,

.1966).
At least one student government body has gone so far as to fire the

student editor. In April 1976, the student senate at the private University of
th4Pacific (Calif.) chose Ned Tolbert as editor of the student-operated
newspaper. Within month. Tolben presented his budget for the for-
thcoming year to the senate, but it was' voted down. He refused to submit
another budget. On May 5, TolSert ran a questionable front-page story
abiryAf the presence of a prostitution ring which WM operated by freshmen
women in one of the campui dormitories. The following week. Tolbert was
dismissed as editor by the student senate. In late May, the joint University
judiciary (composed of threc students, three faculty, and three ad-
ministrators) charged Tolbert with "irresponsible use of the 'student
newspaper" 'and with "negatively and unfairly" representing the student
body and the university.

1-1f$Lings were held in Now -nber.. In December, the judiciary upheld the
cbrirge of,irresponsibility against Tolbert. The punishmenrWas disciplinary
probation kor the remainder of his educational career at Pacific. A record of
the judiciary's action was placed on Tolben's university transcript [Student
Ptess Law Ceilter, 1977).

There has not been a court ruling on whether student ,governments may
refuse to allocate, or may alter the allocation of, funds to a student
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publkation or whether they may fue editots for "irresponsible"
activities.

Individual students have attempted to limit funds for student publications
by claiming that they shcadd not have to pay that portion of their activity
fees allocated to newspapers or petiodicals with whose editorial stance they
divarce. For instance, a student at the University of Nebraska claimed hi.
mandatory fees were being used to support a newspaper whose editorial poli-
cies he disliked and to bring speakers to campus with whose views he dis-
agreed.

A federal District Court saw the question as being whether a state univer-
sity is coastitutionally prohibited from.providing a forum for.. the expression
of political and personal views supported by mandatory student fees. The
court answered in the negative, noting that no student was forced to become
awciated with views opposed to his or her own, and that the University

, did not become an advocate of particular views, simply by enabling them to
. be expressed. A college is free to adopt such educational philosophy as it

chooses, said the court, and that may include establishing a student news-
rTer. Generally, a college is not prohibited from financing through manda-
tory'student fees "programs which provide a forum for expression of opinion,
be that expression oral or written" (Wed, 1973).

In a similar case involving the University of North Carolina student news-
paper, students claimed that their First Amendment °rights of free speech

,vere abridged by the University's requirement that they lend financial support
Ito a publication taking positions with which they disagreed. They also claimed
the newspaper censored material, thus forcing them to pay for a publication
which violated their First Amendment rights. A. federal District Court as!.
serted that the newspaper did not intend to speak for the student who brought
the litigation, that the newspaper was a "meaningful part of the educational
process and complemented formal claccroom instrection," and that the stu-
den:s' freedom of expression was in no way constrained by publication of
the paper. The court said that governmental agencies may spend money to
publish the position they take on controversial matters, but that in this instance
the University WAS not attempting to impose its views on th: student editors.
Simply, the college was funding a forum for the expression if student opinions
(Arrington, 1974).

In an analogous situglion at, the University of Vermont, students who
objected to spending mandatory fees to support the speakers bureau, the
campus paper and the film series, said these activities were "ibhoned and
rejected" by "loyal and patriotic citizens." The state supreme court said the
campus must be a "free marketplace of ideas," even thOugh some may be
disagreeable and controversial. The complaining students were not denied
access to the student association funds in order to advocate their positions,
said the court, nor were they denied the opportunity to make their views
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known on campus. The court thus *allowed the university officials to con-
tinue charging the fee and allocating it as they wished [Lacy. 1973j.

Litigation and Liability
Lawsuits dealing with students' constitutional rights have increased con-

siderably in recent years. Students, who are becoming more aware that they
may find solutions in ccairt to what they consider oppressive conduct by
administrators, may bring litigation asking for =lief from unwarranted inter-
ference with their First Amendment guarantees. This may involve asking
courts 'for injunctions forcing administrators to cease certain actions, such
as forbidding distribution of student publications, firinistudent editors, or
imposing suspension or expulsion. Courts may be asked to expunge ootations
of disciplinary proceedings from student records.

Students who believe their First Amendincnt rights have been abridged
by college officials frequently litigate their claims under section 1 of the
Civil Rights Act of 1871:

Every person who, under color, of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom,
or usage, of any State or Territory, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any
citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof
to the deprivation of ,any rights. privileges, or immunities secured by the
Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at
law. suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress. [42 U.S.C. sec.
1983)

Although the Civil Rights Act was originally designed to redress viongs
inflicted becaase of race, relief under the statute may be sought for grievances
beyond that categoryincluding violations of First Amendment rights. Actions
under section 1983 may involve asking for maoetary damages from school
officials and payment of attorney's fees. Recent court decisions have begun
to clarify whether such awards may be made.

While universities may not be II1 " within the context of section
1983 (Kenosha, 1973], individual -.'nistrators do come under the meaning
of that word and may properly be made pinks to Civil Rights Act actions,
as private persons and/or in their official caracities [Gay Students, 1974].
However, the Supreme Court has construeu the Eleventh Amendment to
mean that federal courts do not have jurisdiction- over actions which will
lead to compensatory awards from general revenues of a state [Edelman,
1974]. 'Therefore, damage awards against administrators acting in their offi-
cial capaciLies may remain unsatisfied, since the state is not required to open
its treasury to pay such awards. However, in some states, the state legisla-
tures may,have enacted statutes, or taken other action, which amounts to legal
consent to payment of the damage awards. Courts may freely impose damage
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awards against achninistrators in their individual capacities [Thonen, 1975].
Such awards may be made by courts under certain conditions. While darn-

can be .given to a person deprived of constitutional rights, including
First Amendment rights,- under color of state law, the Suprtme Court has
said tlut public officials have a qualified immunity 'from damage awards if
they acted in "good faith." This means that officials accused of constitutional
wrongs while exercising ,discretionaly duties within the scope of their author-
ity may have an simmunity, depending upon the scope of discretion they
exercised, the responsibilities of the office they hold, and the "circtImstantes
as they reasonably appeared at the time of the action." Thus, the Court said,
the key element is the "cttistence.of reasonable grounds for the belief formed
at the time and in light of all the circumstances, ocaspledwith a good faith
belief" that the action taken 'was proper [Scheuer, 1974].

In Wood vr Strickland 1..1975.), the Court specified the elements of the
"good faith" defense for public school pfficials. The defense involves both
"objective" and "subjective" tests. The latter asks that the. administrater act
"sincerely and with a belief that he is doing right." But "permissible inten-
tions" caanot justify the "ignorance or disregard of settled, indisputable law"
leading to a violation of a student's constitutional rights. An administrator
must have a "knowledge of the basic, unquestioned constitutional rights of
his charges." The Court stated that a school administrator, including a board
member,

is not immune from liability for damages under section 1983 if he knew or
reasonably should have known that the action he took within his sphere of
official responsibility would violate the constitutional rights of the student
affected, or if he took the action with the malicious intention to cause a
deprivation .of constitutional rights or other injury to the student. . . . A
compensatory award will be appropriate only if the [administrator] has
acted with such an impermissible motivation or with such disregard of the
student's clearly established constitutional rights that his action cannot rea-
sonably be characterized as being in good faith. [Wood, 1975, at 322]

In other words, decisions which violate a student's constitutional rights can-
not be justified by a protestation of acting in "good faith" if the adminis-
trator reasonably should have known she or he was acting improperly.

State as well as federal courts may entertain section 1983 actions and
award damages (New Times, 1974].

lnScbiff v, Williams [1975], the Fifth Circuit upheld an award of dam-
ages (though only $1) ant back pay to three student newspaper editors
fired by the president of Florida Atlantic University because of his dis-
pleasure with the quality of the product they produced. The president
claimed he was 'acting in good faith in performing his disccetionarY func-
tions, but the court noted that he had oot soaghtlegal advice before firing
the editors. The court also said that his claimed motivation of acting in the
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University's best interests was not a.ssufficient defense for abridging the
itudents' First Amendment rights. The caurt also wocld tact =cep; th2
claim that the Eleventh Amendment barred payment of back pay, since the
money would come from mandatory student fees,'a fund the court saw as
"private" rather than state money.

However, the Fifth Circuit did not uphold the award of attorney fees.
The court cited the Supreme Court's ruling in Alyetha Pipeline Service Co.
v. The Wiiidernen Society [19753 that the tradition in America is for each
party to pay its own attorney fees except in "cases involving willful dis-
obedience of a court order or instances of bad faith, vexatious, wanton, or
oppressive conduct" [at 258-2593 and three other exceptions not applicable
in this .FaSe. While the Alyeska decision has not yet leen fully interpreted, it
may be argued that "bad faith" in.this context would be knowing what
student rights arc in a specific instance and deliberately abridging thema
more Severe action (and pMbably less common) than not acting in "good
faith." It is more likely, then, that damages will be awarded under !rood
[19753 than will attorney fees under Alyeria.

Less severe than awarding damages, courts may issue injunctions which
enjoin administrators from actions abridging students' rights.



Adviser:
Teacher or Censor ?

The pOsition of the newspaper adviser is common in journalism depart-
ments of both large and small universities. The adviser's responsililities
usually. include overseeing the paper's financial and business affairs, being
available to Students for advice, guiding students in the production of an
issoe, suggesting story and feature ideas, critiquing student work, acting as
liaison between student staff and the zest of the university, and, above all,
teaching students the duties and responsibilities of journalists. The National
Council of College Publications Advisers suggests that the "adviser serves
primarily as a teacher whose chief responsibility is to give competent advice
to staff members in the areas to be served, editorial and/or business. . . ."

Advisers are not strictly 'teachers; because they deal with management,
finances, and personnel, they may also be consicksed administrators. This is
where the problemboth ethical and legalfor advisers arises. They are ex-
pected not only to teach responsible journalism but also to administer the
school newspaper in the colleges behalf. The potential for conflict is quite
obvious..

The recent case of Pat Endress at Brookdale Community College in New
Jersey points o.at some pitfalls. A journalism instructor, she was teaching stu-
dents about investigative reporting. On one assignment the students uncov-
ered what appeared to be a deliberate steering of audio-visual equipment
contracts to a firm in which the chairman of the Brookclale Board of Trustees
had a family interest. The staff of the student paper asked that a non-student
assistant working with Endress write the story because of his experience and
knowledge about investigative reporting. Endress wrote an accompanying
editoral which was approved by the newspaper staff. Shp was fired by the
-school president. In the meantime, documents -proved not only that the chair-
man's tie with the audio-visual company was through family, but that he was
a member of the firm's board of directors. Endress filed a libel suit against
che trustees, claiming they made false statements about her and alleging
breach of contract and violation of her rights of free speech and press.
After a lengthy court battle, she was ordered reinstated with tenure and was
awarded back pay and damages, including $2,500 in punitive damages against
the Brookdale Community College president, The Mel claim was settled be-
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fore trial for $900 and was therefore not before the trial court [Endress,
1976).

Mvisers may find theimelves in one of two positions when censorship of
the student paper is involved. 'They may be censors, acting on their own or
the administrators' behalf to see that certain material is not published (e.g.,
Trujillo, 1971; Dickey, 19673. Or, they may refuse to censor, upholding the
students' rights to publish as long as there is no substantial or material dis-
ruption of campus order [e.g., Bazaar, 1973). In the first instance, the stu-
dents may file suit alleging that the adviser, acting on behalf of the school,
has deprived them of their constitutional rights under the First-and Four-
teenth Amendments. In the second, advisers who choose to protect students
against censorship may' find that their job is in jeopardy. Refusal to censor
may be interpreted by the administration as insubordination and cause for
dismissal.

. .

. Courts have rozognized that teachers must be given maximum leeway in
order to properly perform their function as teachers. As one justice wrote, .

"T'eachers . . must be exemplars of open-mindedness and free inquiry. They.
'cannot carry out their noble task if the conditions for their practice of a
responsible and critical mind are denied to them" [Wieman, 1952, at 1963.
Faculty members, like students, do not shed their constitutional rights at the
school door [Tinker, 1969). In Pickering v. Board of Bducafion [1965], the
Supreme Court held that teachers could not be constitutionally forced to give
up rights under the First Amendmeut that they would otherwise enjoy as
citizens. Thus, teachers may speak and writeireely about the schools in which
they work as long as discipline and harmony are not disturbed, the teacher's
performance is no mpaired, and the statements are not knowingly false or
reckless. The Pick, ,ng decision went far toward protecting teachers from
arbitrary discipline by school ofiicials when constitutional rights are being
exercised.

Do advisers have a constitutional? right to refuse to censor a paper? Or,
stated an"Other way, do advisers have any constitutional right ta protect std.
dents from censorship? No such right has been specifically upheld by the
courts.

One high school case points out the problem of the adviser as protector
of students' constitutional rights. In Calvin v. Rupp 09733 the adviser of
a high school newspaper refused to allow the news copy to be censored k
school officials. The school board voted to withdraw Calvin's contract for
the next year. The Court of Appeals upheld the school board, saying that
the board nuy have been hasty or unwise but that "the school board's de-
cision did ncit deprive [Calvin) of any of his rights under the due pnyess
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." The court did not feel that the right .

to protect students from censorship was a liberty protected by the Constitu-
tion. Questions of tenure and tetching assignments may further confuse this
issue.
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On the other side, do advisers have the right as teachers to censor publica-
tion content because they feel the material is either irresponsible or against
-the best interests of their school? The aniwet has not been dearly given by
the courts, since the degree to which a publication is connected to an aca-
demic department may cloud the situation. However, the scales seem to tip
toward a negative answer.

The code of the National Council of College Publications Advisers reads:

The adviser must guide rather than censor. . . . Student journalists must be
free to exercise their craft with no restraints beyond the limitations of ethical
and legal responsibility in matters of libel, obscenity and invasions of privacy.

The line between censoring and teaching, though, may he a very fine one for
some advisers.

In 1970, the operation of the student newspaper at Southern Colorado
State University was transferred from the student government to the Mass
Communication Department. The Arrow, which had been operated as a
campus newspaper and student forum, was to be used as an instructional tool;
an adviser, Thomas McAvoy, was named. During the early fall, .McAvoy
ordered a page deleted from an upcoming issue. McAvoy felt that the ma-
terial, a cartoon and a story about the president of the university, was it-
responsible and libelous. A month later, managing editor Dorothy Trujillo
submitted a column about the upcoming attorney general's race and an edi-
torial criticizing a local judge. Again, the adviser felt the material was-
libelous and unethical, saying that the editorial needed to be rewritten. Before
Trujillo revised the editorial, she was fired. The editorial was rewritten by
McAvoy, and the column never appeared. Trujillo filed suit against various
state officials, the University, and the adviser, seeking reinstatement to her
position on the paper.

A federal District Court said that the faculty adviser's condUct had the
effect of "reining in on the writings of Miss Trujillo" while leaving the
work of other Arrow writers free. "We cannot uphold such conduct merely
because it comes labeled as Teaching when in fact little or no teaching took
place." The court also noted that the change in the operating policy of the
paper had not been put into effect "with sufficient clarity and consistency"
and that the Arrow continued to serve as a student forum. The implications
of the Trujillo decision are (1) if there is no teaching by the adviser, only,
arbitrary censorship of individual copy, the student's rights will be upheld,
and (2) if the newspaper is operated as a student or campus forum, censor-
ship by the adviser will not be allowed [Trujillo, 19711

The Fifth Circuit appeared to modify the Trkjiilo distinction between a
student fanun and a departmental teaching tool when it involved censorship.
The court, speaking of a magazine published by the English Department to
provide an outlet for the creative writing course and advised by, a faculty
member, taid that "once iiunivcrsity recognizes a student activity which has
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elements of free expressioa, it can act to censor that expression only if it
acts consistent with First Ameudment constitutional guarantees" [Bazaar,
1973]. Hence, whether a publiration is a student forum or a departmental
tool, the Fifth Circuit indicates that it is protected by the First Amendment
against censorship. In this case, the adviser and the English Department had
supported the publication of two articles using street language and "four
letter" words. The case speaks only to censorship by administrators.

An argument may be made that in most instances advisers are the ad-
ministration's representatives to the student publication, and when censorship
is effected by an adviser, it is in fact the ail of an administratorthe censor-
ship is on the school's behalf. If that is th: case, whatever court decisions
may say concerning administrative censorship may apply equally to advisers.

In the landmark case on campus press rights, Dickey v. Alabama State
Board of Education..[1967], the federal District Court spoke directly to ad-
visers and their activities. ln Dickey, the adviser of the Troy State Tropolitan
had refused to allow an editorial to' be published which criticized the Ala-
bama governor and legislature. After stating that free press and free expres-
sion could be restricted only where the exercise "materially and substantially
interferes with requirements of appropriate discipline," the court said:
"Boards of education, presidents of colleges, and faculty advisers are not ex-

pted from the' rule that protects students from-unreasonable rules and
lations" (Dickey, 1967, at, 6173. The court appeared to bc equating

rs with administratots, holding that advisers can censor only when
there 's "material or substantial interference."

Onl one other case has spoken to the question of censorship by a non-
administrcor. In Antonelli v. Hammond [19701 the president of Fitchburg
State College became upset with the student newspaper for publishing a
reprint of 211 Eldridge Cleaver article which used "four letter" words and
"street language." After the particular publication was refused printing and
distribution privileges, the president appointed an advisory board which was
responsible for approving material before funds would be released to pay
for publication. '

A federal District Court said that "prior submission to the advisory board
of material . . [to] decide whether it complies with 'responsible freedom
of the press' or is obscene, may not be constitutionally req tired." The advi-
sory board is analogous to advisers in smaller schools; th zr the Antonelli
proscription against prior Censorship could be read as applying to advisers
as well.

Although the. National Council of College Publications Advisers code
allows restraints within the limits of libel, obscenity, and invasion of privacy,
this must be understood as self-reatraint by student journslists, not censor-
ship 1;y adviiers. In Korn v. Elkins (1970], a federal District Court said
that fear of prosecution alone is not sufficient reason to apply a statute uncon-
stitutionally. In other words, if advisers see potentially libelous materiat at
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least this federal court seems to argue that they Ca 11 only give advice, thst
is, suggest its omission or conection, but they cannot actually prevent its
publication. The Supreme Court language in Near v. Miimewto (19311
isting exceptions to the general rule against prior restraint, however, may

speak to the contrary.



A Publication's
,Responsibilities

Libel

The courts have consistently held that libel, obscenity, and slander do nu
deserve the full protection of the First Amendment (United States, 1957).
For this reason, libelous material is feared by university officials who do not
want tostly court battles, Large damage awards, and th? name of their
institution smudged. The facts, however, seem to indicate that the student
newspaper has a much better word than ib privately owned counterpart
when it came3 to libel suits. A survey conducted in 1973 indicated that only
nineteen Mel suih had been brought against college publications 'kW 1930-
Of these nineteen, damages were paid out in only seven-7,one as a fault of
court litigation (this one involved an advertisement) and six in out Of court
settlements (Standley, 19721. However, these figures should not' indicate
that less caution need be taken in writing and editing the college publi-
cation.

Libel is any visual communication (print, signs, or pictures) which ex- ,

poses a persoo to hatred, ridicule, or contempt, or which lowers the person's -
reputation, causes the person to be.shunned, or injures the person's liveli-
hood Nelson & Teeter, 1978: 611. Libel is traditionally a common law
offense, but recent holdings by the Supreme Court indicate that states must
adhere closely to Court decisions interpreting libel in 'light of the Fint '
Amendment (New York Times Co., 1964; Gertz, 19741 Material may be
libelous whether it is part of headline, the story itself, cit an advatisement
or photograph. Any defsmatioa arising from artlessness, typographical Cfrof,
or accident is usually oo excuse for a libek -slthough such information may
be )ielOul in lowering danuge awards.

The plaintiff in a libel suit must plead and prove four ekroents---identifi-
cation, .publicatioa, defamation, negligence and/or actual malice (redden
disregard for the truth or knowledge of falsity). "Negligence has not Sven
defined uniformly throughout the United States, and otcent state court de-
dikes should be consulted fkir the definition used in any particular state.
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.
If negligence is found, and the plaintiff suffered some damage to.reputation
or pocketbook, he or she may recover what are tame() "actual" damages. lf,
instead, actual nulice it found On the yublisher's ,past, the plaintiff may be
awarded not only actual damages for actual suffering, but also presumed
damages, which are awarded because the court presumes some injury did
occur even if no.suffering was prown in court. Also, punitive damages will
be awarded, mit based on the iejury, but as punistunent to prevent similar
libels. (Not all states recognize punitive damages beteuse they are seen as
having a "chilling" effect on the press.)

The media 'have a whole array of defenses which may be used to defeat
or lessen damages. The most important defense is truth. In many states truth
alone is an absolute defense; it others truth, qualified with "good motives,"
is a defense. Other absolute defenses include the statute Of limitations and
consent or authorization from the plaintiff tä print the material.

Qualified or conditionA defenses are, aside from truth, the most heavily
used by media in libel cases'. They include accurate reporting of privileged
nuterial, fair Comment and criticism, and the constitutional or New York
Timer rule. In evety state, the media have a conditional privilege to report
anything appearing in Official reports and proceedings. This iecludes meet-
ings of the Board of Regents, meetings of the body responsible for higher
education, municipal council meetings, open court proceediqs and courts
records (after some official proceedings have been taken), school board' meet-
ings, legislative sessions, and meetings of most quasi-judicial, -kgislative, and
-executive agencies. Most states have an open meetings and open records law
wfiich should be consulted before reperting some of the more obscure and
lesser known meetings and ,records. Generally, a meeting will be privileged
if it is required or provided for by law. These privileged news reports, how-
ever, must be fair and accurate or they will lose their qualified protection
(Gillnior & Barron, 1974; 217).

There is only one reported college case falling under the category of
privileged reporting. In 1955, the Vanderbilt University newspaper, the
Hilslitr, ran a news story about six libel and invasion of privacy suits being
brought against the campus humor magazine. The story reported on the
plaintiff, Who claimed that the ,magaaine had ridiculed and libeled his four-
year-old daughter by =nines her picture on a picture page spoofing Mother's
Day. After tfe suit wait filed, the Holder sent a reporter to the cauthouse

. , to report on the filing and the contents,of the complaints, and also to inter-'
view the plaintiff, the Rev. Robert La6gford. Langford agreed to the inter-
view and at first was willing to give thr repoiter a current pidure of the
daugliier to use with the news story. However, co consulting his lawyer, the
plaintiff refused to release the picture but addeei he did want publicity and
agreed that. the interview could be reported. The Tennessee Court of Appeals
in. 1958 held that the Hinder was not hafile for damages, because the six
prior suits filed by Langford were a Matter of court record, wrre thus privi-
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leged material, and the Hurt kr news story was fair and accurate. The court
also held that the consent to interview and Langford's agreement to the
publicity foreclosed any possibility of damages (Langford, 19,131.

Fair comment is still used in some states. Fait comment on matters of-
public concern is also qualified by fairness and accuracy. This defense pro-
tectis honest opinions critkizing the work of public figures or institutions who
perform foc public approval or who work for the public interest (Gillmor &
Barron, 1974: 2341, This particular defense covers comment and opinion, as
distina from facts, arid is most helpful when editorial opinion evaluates
public performances. Because itis often hard to separate comment from fact,
the qualified -lefense is being replaced by the New York Times rule.'

One ricent case which was dismissed after the plaintiff failcd to appearse

in court involved fair comment and critkism. The Western Illinois Univer-
sity Courier ran an editorial in 1972 comMenting on the quality of teaching
at the university. The editorial said in part:

-
Wc get mad when.our tuition rLes, but we do little when a better educa-
tion is stolen from us. As long as we settle for teachers who spend the quarter
talking about Raquel Welch and gawking at all the women in class, as

. happened to me in an introductory journalism clasi, we deserve What we
get. (Center, 1974: .4]

The journalism teazlier -alluded to sued the paper for libel. Although the
suit was dismislea far technical reasons, such an editorial is "fair comment
and criticism" of the publk performance of a teacher who exposes himself
daily to evaluation by students and-faculty alike. The-only way such a privi-
lege can be defeated is if the comments weremade with actual Malice.

A more tecent ease from the University of Illinois upheld thc use of fair
comment during a tenure controversy. Although the OISC did not directly
involve the student newspaper,, the comments were published and the paper
could well have been a defendant. The case involved Robert Byars, a faculty
,member in the political science department, who WAS engaged in a con-
troversy about whether or not he would be granted tenure. In the course of
the discussions, Edward Kolodziej, head of the palitical science department,
circulated written comments on Byars' qualifiCations and also issued oral
statements to the press. One of the statements called Byars a "lousy agent."
The court held \the comment to be "mere name-calling" and a "harsh
judgment," bui bet defamation. The remainder of the statements were also
considered "mere opinion of the plaintiffs qualifications for a permanent
position at the university. To hold such statements defamatory would chill
the rikht of every person to form and express an opinion on matters of public
interest," said the court (Byars, 19771.

The privilege of fair comment and criticism adheres not only to persons
but also to or,onizations or businesses which perform public services. In 1971,
Iowa State University's newspaper charged a student discount buying service,
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Campus Alliance, Inc., with being a 'slipshod otganization . . whose busi-
'ness apprOaches are'questionable," with receiving "kickbacks and rebates,"
and with "dishonesty which led to doubts about the professionalism and
business ethica" of the firm [Stevens & Webster, 1973: 33441 Campus
Alliance filed a $100,000 libel suit against the paper. M Iowa court, how-
ever, dismissed the suit, based on fair comment and aiticism, The court, said
the organization and its operations were matters of public inteiest to the
University, and the paper had ihe duty to disclose the nature of these,opera-
Lions. The newspaper's motives, said the court, "were not due to ill will
or spite and [were) therefore privileged under the law."

Known 2S either the constitutional, New York Times, federal, or actual
malice rule, the protection afforded the media when reporting on public of-
ficials and public figures has been expaneed greatly. In 1964,- the Supreme
Court of the lJnitea States ruled in a case involving a Montgomery, Alabama,
city commissioner that the media require a greater degree of freedom when
repotting on the public actions of public officials. The Court said such an
official can recover damages only if she or he can prove actual malicethat
the maternal was published with a knowledge that it Was false or with a
reckless disregard of whether it was false or not [New York Times Co.,
1964). The_ protettion, offered by the rule has been expanded greatly in the
last dozen years but has recently seen some diminution. By 1974 the rule
had been expanded to.include all public officials, all public figures, and any
person involved in a matter Tublic or general concern [Rosenbloom,
1971). With the Gertz [1974) Time, Inc. v. Firestone (19761 decisions,
however, the Court now seems t1 applying the actual malice rule only to
public officials and those other persOns who have achieved notoriety or fame
in a particular controversy or who have achieved general fame or notoriety
for' all purposes and contexts. The "public official" categvr/ has not been
changed since the New York Times Co. v. Sullivan [1964) case. However,
it is too early to know how the Gertz and Firestone decisions will affect the
definition of "public figures.' on campus. It should be remembered, though,
that students are almost always private individuals unless they voluntarily
put their names before the public.

In one of the first libel cases to come out of a college campus after -the
New York Times Cp. [1964] decision, the Arizona Court of Appeals held
that a student senator WAS a public official. The University of Arizona Wild-
cat ran an editorial in November .1963 criticizing the Student senator who
had introduced a bill in the student senate attempting to eliMinate student
subsidies for the newspaper and to establish a senate newsletter. The edi-
torial commented on Gary Peter KLihr's political activities with such phrases
as "campus demagogue," "dictator's first move," "junior-grade demagogue:
and "troublemaker and a fanatic." ,Klahr brought a libel snit against the
Wildcat editor. The court was uncertain whether the New York Times rule
was meant to be applied to college campuses. In the final analysis, the court
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concluded that it would be inappropriate for one law of libel to exist for
'student gOvernment officials, "when the systems of politics and news media
sue so obviously patted after the situation off campus" (Klahr, 19661

Another libel suit, ,cought by city policemen, resulted in a finding that
two Newark, New jersey, mounted policemen were public officials because
they "perform government duties directly relatO to the public interest and
have responsibihty for the conduct of ..government affairs." In 'that'suit, a
picture of the two policemen WAS used to illustrate an essay describing the
feelings and experiences of MC student during a demonstration and skirmish
between Students for a Democratic Society and Young Americans for Free-
dom. The headline accompanying the story and photo read, "YAFS, COPS,
RIGHTISTS: RACIST PIG BASTAKDS." The court held that the essay
did not identify the policemen gild that the Lrticle clearly showed that the
word "PIGS" referred to the YAF'.. and neither the policemen nor the police
force was termed racists or bastards in the story (Scelfo, 19691.

A third case, which did not involve a madent newspaper hut which did
affect the campus and the question of who is a public figure, was Sanders v,
Harris [19721. Dr. Mary Sanders was a professor of Englith and,the head
of the English Department at Virginia Western Community College. When
the English Department merged into the Department of Humanities, a new
department head was chosen. The new head, without Sanders' permission
and while she was home ill, took the files from her office and placed them
in his own file cabinet. The Roanoke World News heard about the incident
and, after contacting the department head and the puhlic relations officer
for the school, wrote that Sanders had "refused" to turn the files over to
the new head: Sanders paed the public information officer, claiming she had
never refused to turn over the files. The Virginia Supreme Court held that
the events surrounding this incident were matters of public and general con-
cern and that Sanders would have to prove actual malice on the part of the
public information officer.

It is probable that such a ruling would not be made today in light of die
post-Gertz (1974) definition of public figures. Sanders had not received
fame or notoriety out of the incident; she had been inivliniterily pushed
into the limelight by the article, and she did not engage the public's atten,
tion in an attempt to influence the outcome of the cootroversy.

Two decisions involving a public college have been issued 'since Gertz and
show how the courts are vying to reconcile the pubfic.figure demition with
the Gertz holding. At Wilson Junior College in Chicago. .two former
professors in the Department of Social Science had become "actively
engaged" in a 'college controversy over textbooks. Student.% at the college
charged that the two teachers had refused to use black-authored books in
courses in breach of a department agreement with black students. The
Wilson College Press published statements from the students. In hearing SI
libel suit brought by the professors, the Appellate Court of Illinois held that
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the two professors "had become public figures within dr: Wilson Co licie
community, which was the community saved by the publication." In. a
footnote o thc opinion, the court made a statement which may serve as a
guideline for student publications when trying to 1,..4here to the Gertz
holding:

We do not hold here that teachers in a public school are by that very fact
public officials. Not do we hold that teachen in a public school are by that
very fact public figur.s either in the school community or in the local com-
munity served by the school. We simply hold that tie plaintiffs here, as
teachers in a public school. had under t. circumstanc.es of this case become
public figures in ibe school community .. . (Johnson, 1975, at 4473

In a more recent Illinois case, Robert Brus, a political science faculty
member at the University of Illinois,was engaged in a tenure conuoversy.
The court "conceded" that Byars was a public figure, probably become of
the level of discussion that erupted during 'the tenure decision process
[Byars, 19771.

There is no doubt that a member of Congress or a state :cgislature or a
candidate for public of.c.e, is a public official,br public figure, but this does
not mean that a student newspaper criticizing such a person will not be
drawn into a libel suit. The. Daily Egyptian at Southern Illinois University
At Carbondale twice ran a paid political advertisement criticizing the voting
record of a date senator and asking the students to vote for the opposing
candidate. The advertisement read: "Q. What's Worse than a Bad Carbon-
dale Landlord? A; A Bad Carbondale lAndlord Who Votes in the Illinois
Legislature." This headline was followed by a recitation of foUr tenant-
landlord bills opposed by the senator during his' term in office. The senator
brought suit but the Illinois Court of Claims held that the senator, under
the New York Times rule and subsequent rulings, was a public official and
that no actual malice was evident. The senator tried to show actual malice
existed by the fact that, contrary to Illinois law, the advertisement did not
contain the name and address of the party responsible for the ad. The court
held that the failure of the Daily Egyptian to notice the omission of adequate
names and addresses was not evidence supporting actual malice (Williams,
1575).

In addition to the absolute and conditional defenses, a newspaper also has
partial defenses, or mitigating factors. These defenses are used to lessen the
damages and indude evidence of bad reputation of plaintiff; provocation by
plaintiff, honest mistake, probable cause, and retraction.

Retrattion is not- only a partial defense after a suit has been brought but
may very well be the best way to avoid, a libel action entirely. For example,
in 1961 the Index, the student newspaper at Pacific Unive,sity in Oregon,
ran an editorial criticizing the university health center and a health service
physician. The physician sued for $50,000 in damages. However, after the
Index published a retraction, the doctor dropped the suit (Corcoran, 1970).
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Any ;auction kausi be fuli, fair, accurate, prompt and contain, no lurking
insinuations or additional charges [Prosser, 1971: SOO). Twenty-five states
have laws which augment the effect of retraction and specify what is a proper
retraction.'State statutes should be consulted to determine what type of re-
traction is required and what format must be used, that is, phrasing, place-
ment, deadlines, type size, and so on.

In a 1972 survey of 159 advisers, 98 said retractions had been printed
by their publications, but only.30 were in response to the possibility of suit
[Standley, 1972).

Despite attempts by student publications to prevent libel suits, the fear of
costly libel actions coupled with a dislike of criticiiin is one reason adminis-
trators try to keep a tight rein on student publications. However; one COUrt
has found that prior censorship of possibly libelous material in a college
newspaper or periodical is unconstitutional and unjustified under the First
-Amendment.

In Trisjille v. Love, Dorothy Trujillo, managing editor of the Southern
Colorado State College Arrow, ran a political cartoon critical of the college
president. The Arrow's adviser found it possibly libelous and ordered it
deleted. A month later, Trujillo submitted an editorial which characterized a
local judge as a "small time fanner." Again, the adviSer said it was poten-
tially libelous. Ms. Trujillo agreed to rewrite the article but was fired before
she did so. A federal District Court said that potentially libelous material is
not subject to prior censorship. Speech, although potentially libelous, is
protected, and the university is not justified in censoring it unless it is neces-
sary to avoid material and substantial interference with discipline and order
[Trujillo, 1971, at 1270).

In another case, not involving a civil libel siiit but a criminal flag desecra
tion law, the court said that although university officials might be subject to
prosennion because they are involved to some extent in fi - publication, this
does not allow them to apply a statute unconstitutionally Crom, 1970). It
may be argued that this same holding would adhere to "ibel statutes or state
constitutions. just as in any attempt at prior censorship, the school must
prove a substantial and material degree of disruption in order to overcome
the right to freedom of expression on the campus.

Privacy

Privacy is defined as the "right to be let alone" or the "right of a person
to be free from unwarranted publicity" ["Black's," 1968: 1359j. Although
privacy is not mentioned in the Constitution, most states, either by statute or
judicial interpretation, have recognized a right to privacy.
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Four types of .invasion of privacy arc recognized by most legal scholars:
(t ) intrusion on the plaintiff's physical solitude; (2) appropriation of Wome
element a the plaintiff's personality-4.g., name or hlenessfor commercial
use; (3) publication of true but embarrassing or private facts; and (4) put.
ting a plaintiff in a false light by falsification or fictionili2ation (Prosser,
1960).

Intrusion. This arca only recently became critical because it involves how
reporters gather news and what right, if any, they have during the
newsgathefing procesS. Intrusion iavolves the physical or non-physical
invasion into a person's solitude. Intrusion is similar to the tort of trespass.
which is the wrongful entry of a person onto anothe4property. Recent cases
indicate that a plaintiff whose solitude has been disturbed by the media may
sue for either inuusion or trespass or both.

Reporters can artily intrude into a person's piiiacy by entering private
property under false pretenses or without permission, or by secretly
photographing or tape recozding without another's knowledge or under
false pretenses. It makes no difference swhether the story gained from the
intrusion is published or whether it is newsworthy, for it is the intrusion
itself, not the pnblic-4tion, which is the cause of the legal action.

In a California CaSe, tWO Life magazine reporters worked with Los Angeles
police in gathering information about a "healer," A. A. Dietemann. The
two reporters, Ms. Jackie Metcalf and William Ray, assumed false identities
and entered Dietemann's horne-cfrxe under the guise of being patients.
They took with them hidden., cameras and microphones. Dietemann
diagnosed a lump in M.s. Metcalf s breast as beink caused by rancid butter.
Ray secretively photographed the examination, and the conversation was
transmiued to a tape recorder in a car outside. After Lift published its story,
which included the pictures Wan by the hidden camera, Dietemann sued

. for invision of privacy. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals refused to accept
Life's contention that the First Amendrhent protected the newsgathering
process. The court wrote, "The First Amendment has never been construed
to accord newsmen immunity from torts or crimes conducted during the
course of news gathering" Pietemann, 1971j.

Recently, a reporter and film crew from WCBS-TV in New York City
prepared a story aboutseveral fashionable Manhattan restaurants which had
been cited for numerous health code violationi. The' news team was in-
structed to enter the restaurants unannounced so that the Min wnuld give
viewers a true picture of conditions. Upon entering one restaurant "with
cameras rolling" and lights on, thi reporter was told to leave; she refused.
Patrons waiting to be seated left, others left without paying, and others hid
their faces behind napkins and tablecloths. The film crew left with less than
a minute's worth of film. The restaurant owner sued for invasion of privacy
and trespass, Wal claimed that the story was newsworthy and that the
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ocwsgathering. process was guaranteed protection under the First Amend.
ment. A New York appellate court rejected the argument, citing the
Dietemaine precedent that journalists have no right to break laws in the
name of the Erst Amendment (Le Mistral, 1978).

The Morida Supreme Court, however, ruled that when a journalist is
invited onto property where police and fire officials are conducting an in.
vestigation. and where it is "common custom" that reporters may enter
such property, no trespass or invasion of privacy occurred. The situation
arose when a newspaper published photographs showing a "silhouette" left
by a body in a house destroyed by fire. The mother whose daughter was
killed in the fire brought action against thc paper (Florida Publishing,
1976).

Tape recorders can be a reporter's best friend, particularly when covering
sehsitive stories where word-for-word accuracy is important. Ho Wren'.
reporters GIUSt remember that the ripe recorder can also he an intrusive
device when carelessly used. The Federal Omnibus Crime Control Act of
196$ requires that only one party to a taped conversation needs to know
about the recording (18 U.S.C. sec. 2514 However, state laws also may
regulate thc usc of recording devices and these laws should be consulted and
adhered to eveR if they differ from the federal law. Flotida law, for example,
requires that all parties to a taped conversation must consent to the recor.
ding. This law has been upheld as constitutional although challenged by
Florida's news media as an abridgement of the First Amendment since the
law hinders the gathering of legitimate news(Sunbeam Television, '1977).

To date the United States Supreme Court has not acknowledged that
along with the right of the press to write and publish news there is a
correlative right to gather news. Lower courts have agreed that there is
"some" right to gather news, but that qualified right generally does not
give journalists the right 10 trespass on private property or to intrude on
one's solitude. In sum, journalists have no more rights than do ordinary
citizens trying to gain similar information.

Appropriation. The use of an individual's name, likeness, or testimony
without consent and for promotional gain is a problem confronting ad-
vertising staffs. An early and famous case points out the problem advertisers
may face. Franklin Flour Mills used Abigail Roberson's picture to decorate
posters advertising flour. The child's parents sued for $15,000, because the
picture had been used without her consent. Although the New York courts
did nut recognize the young lady's right of privacy [Roberson, 1902), the
case prompted the New York legislature the next year to pass the country's
first privacy statute.- The new law made it a misdemeanor and a tort to use
a person's name, portrait, or likeness in advertising without consent.

Since consent is a publication's only defense isLan appropriation suit, con-
sent forms or model releases are the best protection. Such a form gives the
purpose for which the picture or likeness is to be used and includes a state.
ment of consent to be signed by the subject.
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PublArasion .of prirate or embarrassing facts. There have .been few in-
stances in which a newspaper has been successfully sued for publishing truth- .

ful accounts about a person because of the broad defense available to the
newspaper. in every jurisdiction where right of privacy has been recognized,
courts have held that if the matter published is newsworthy, the suit cannot
stand [Gillmor & Barron, 1974: 289]. The only "private facts" action to
come before the Supreme .C.ourt involved judicial-records. -In Cox Broad-
cavity Co. v. Cohn, a television station broadcast a sound-on-fihn newsreel
about the trial of two cape and murder suspects In the report, the newscaster
gave the name of-the 17-year-old rape victim. According to Georgia -law,
revealing a rape victim's name is a misdemeanor. The Court held that the
infornution as to name was a matter of isublk record both at the time of
the rape and at the time of the trial and therefore could properly be reported.

The only college privacy case reported also involved private facts and
judicial reports. The Vanderbilt University student newspaper, the Miller,
reported on a privacy and libel suit being brought against the campus humor
magazine. The magazine had published the picture of Rev. Langford's infant
daughter with a humorous caption. Langford brought six separate libel and
invasion of privacy suits against the magazine. However, before any judicial
action was taken, the Hustler published a story about the suits, an interview
with the girl's father, and a reproduction of the allegedly libelous picture
page. Lani ford then brought suit against the Hustler. A Tennessee court
held that tne Hustler story merely related facts that were a matter of public
record and that it would be

unrealistic and illogical to hold that there has been an invasion of this common
law of right of privacy . . . by publishing a matter which that individual
has already made a matter of public record, available to the eyes, ears and
curiosity of all who care to look, listen di read. (Langford, 1958, at 570)

Rarely will a public official or public figure be able to win a privacy suit
when matters published are true. Persons who place themselves either will-
ingly or unwillingly before the public may find that most of the details of
their lives are public. Even persons who involuntarily come before the public
receive little protection (Time, Inc., 1967). An example from California
serves to show how broAly the courts have interpreted newsworthiness.
Reader's Digest carried a story about truck hijackings and the various ways
being used to stop the crime. In the story, the author mentioned the case of
Marvin Briscoe, who had stolen a "valuable looking" truck only to find it
carried four bowling-pin spotters. Briscoe had been arrested for the hijacking
eleven years before the story appeared, Although the article was true, Briscoe
brought suit, claiming that his family and friends had scorned him and left
him. He also said he had been leading a rehabilitated life since the incident.
The California Supreme Court held that Briscoe was no longer a newsworthy
subject and had once again become an anonymous member of the corn-
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munity. Although there was reason to discuss hijacking, there was no valid
reason for using Briscoe's name [Briscoe, 19711. Despite the California
'court's- holding, Briscoe did not win his suit. The case was removed to a
Federal District Court which held for the magazine, although the incident
had occurred eleven years before publication iNelson & Teeter, 1978: 1831.

Fah, light, or pshlkation of nondefainawry falsehoods. One difference
between "false light" and libel is the lack of defamation in the former. The
first privacy case ever to reach the:Supreme Court involved fictionalization of
an otherwise true story. In Time, Inc. v. Hill [1967), Life magazine printed
a review of a play adapted from a book about a true incident involving the
Hill fainily. The Hills had been held hostagt; in i952 in their suburban home
outside of Philadelphia. When the play was produced in 1955, 1..ife ran
several pictures of the actors in the Hill's former home. The play as well as
the Life story depicted a violent incident, whereas the Hill incident 'had not
been violent. Hill brought suit against Life, arguing that the inaccuracies in
the story were fictionalized and invaded his and his family's privacy.

The Supreme Court, in this landmark privacy decision, held that although
the Hill family had been involuntarily brought into the public eye, the matter
was of public interest, and the plaintiff must prove that the publication was
made with reddess disregard for the truth or with knowledge of falsity.
Thus, the New York Time, test of actual malice had been brought into the
area of privacy. The Time, Inc.. ruling has since been extended to all 01SCS
falling in the "false light" category.

The most recent Supreme Court case involving privacy reached the prob-
lem that "new journalism" iias created for some writers. Joseph Eszterhas,
a "new journalist" and former Cleveland Plain Dealer reporter, wrote a fic-
tionalized news account .of a family in West Virginia. The story told of a
bridge collapse that had killed Mr. Cantrell, leaving the Cantrell family in
poverty and despair. The story falsely dePicted the 'family as living in poverty
and reported statements allegedly made by Mrs. Cantrell, despite the fact
that she had refused to be interviewed. The Supreme Court held, that the
fictionalized story was written with actual malice, because the reporter knew,
the matters reported were false and misleading [Csmtrell, 1974). The main
defense, therefore, in a false light case is the New York Tim*, privilege.

Where photographs are concerned, publications have not always fared so
well. The bid adage that photographs never lie has presented problems for
newspapers. Photographs which have been air brushed or altered in some
way are dangerous to usc. Also, misleading captions under photographs have
led to serious invasions of privacy. One example involved a photograph by
Henri Cartier.Bresson of a Mr. and Mrs. Gill at a candy store they owned
in Los Angeles' Farmers Market. The picture, which depicted Mr. Gill with
his arm around his wife, was used by 1.44ief Home lemma/ to illustrate an

0
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article titled "Sex.'"The captkm read "Publicized' as glamorous, desirable,
'love at first sight is it bad risk.- The court held that the article.was a
'charar.erization that may be said to impinge seriously upon (the plaintiffs'
and the public's] sensibilities" (Gill, 1952].

tecent year's, the federal government has been interested in protecting
the public's "right of privacy," and a number of laws have been passed which
restrict ACC= to private information kept by federal and state agencies. Of
particular concern to the campus journalist is the Family Education Rights

'anti Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C. 1232g), more commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment. The purpose of the Buckley Amendment is twofold.
First, it is to protect the records of students attending public schools from
unauthorized use And publicity. Second, it is to allow students at colleges
and universities (or parents of children in lower grades) to inspect and
cevjew any and all official records about themselves kept by the school.

Specifically, the types of information controlled by this law are academic
work, course grades, attendance data, health information, family mformation,
ratings and observations by school personnel, reports of serious or recurrent
behavior patterns, and scores on intelligence, aptitude, psychological, and
interest tests. Release of this type of information can be made only upon the
written consent of the student, except where release is to school offidals or
authorized education agencies.

The law does allow certain "directory information" to be made available
to the public, but the school must inform the students about what is included
in this category and allow them time to submit a yritten request that such
information not be released. Directory information includes such items as
address, age, height and weight of athletes, names of parents, classification,
telephone number, academic major, social and professional activities, dates
of attendance, and degrees received.

The implications of the Buckley Amendment for the student journalist
are that if informati, in about a student is needed, a written request must be
made to the holder of the record and written consent must be received from
t0,,student before the private information can be released. If the material is
/to bc published; the student must be aware of the nature of the publication
and must consent to each.piece of information that will be zeleased.

The Buckley Amendment does not allow students or patents to sue a
university should restricted records be released. In fact, the law does not
forbid disclosure of such information; the law simply cuts off federal funds
tw the institution which releases private infor-,ation [Student Bar
Association, 1977j. Thr only enforcement of the a.. .adment is through the
Seuetary of Health, Education and Welfare [Girardier, 19771. This threat of
Ion of *ding, however, may cause greater concern to an admirgsuation
than the threat of law suits, resulting in a very strict interpretatiob of what
materials can and cannot bc made available to the student media.
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Who is Liable?

Despite the fad that relatively few libel or privacy cases have beeo brought
against collegu ....-wspapers, universities must still be concerned about their
liability in such instances.

Sovereign irmariniiy. Snme public universities need not be concerwri with
tort actions because they cannot be sued under the doctrine of sovereign
immunity, that is, the state cannot be sued without its permission. However,
the munber of such states enjoying sovereign immunity from tort liability
is decreasing. Some states have given up all immunity from suits, others have
assumed liability by law under certain circumstances, and still others have
abrogated their immunity where school districts, boards, universities, or other
educational institutions are concerned (Korpela, 19701. In order to decide
whether a university is immune from liability for damages caused by its
agents, such as a campus newspaper, state laws and state judicial decisions
should be consulted. If a university enjoys immunity, the common law dor--
trine means that the school is not liable for personal or property damage
caused by its officers, agents, or employees ("Black's," 1968: 1568). A
school newspaper, as a recognized organization, may be such an agent.

One state court, however, has found that where a publishing operation
such as a univeisity press is incorporated as a distinct legal entity separate
from the state, and where money from publishing activities is kept separate
from general university funds, the university will maintain its sovereign iM-
munity, but the publishing corporation will be subject to suit (Applewhite,
1973).

Vkarioss 'liability. Because of recent legislation and judicial decisions,
many states do not enjoy immunity from liability, and their universities are
open to damage suits. The most common form of liability is vicarious liability
(also known as relpondear miperior or imputed liability). The theory behind
vicarious liability is that a master (in this case, 'the university) is liable
for the wrongful acts of its servant or agent (newspaper) ("Blades,"
1968: 1475). Three elements necessary for a finding of such a relationship
are consent, benefit, and control.

Consent comes in variCRLS forms, such as recognition of the paper as a
student activity, recognition through finsncial control, distribution privileges,
or simply a written acknowledgment of the newspaper's operation on cam-
pus. Benefit is unlikely to be financial, but.,may be educational or informa-
tional. Control may be found in approval of contracts, use of facilities and
services, or even a set of rules and regulations for distribution. The ad-
ministration, however, cannot oantsol the content of publications, and even
financial control is not as strong as that of a privat?. publisher. The control
element, therefore, is tenuous, but courts may find a 'sufficient amount for
purposes of vicarious liability ("Note," 1973).
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Comithatititai;o1 I14LX; . In wany jurisdictions, 'the distributor of a libel
can be held liable for damages, as can the publisher. The distributor may
be a corner magazine vendor, a bookseller1 or any news vending agent. This
type al liability, knOwn as communkation liability, also adheres to a uni-
versity because of its participation in the distribution of school publications.
Distribution may be proven by a financial connection with the newspaper; no
consent or benefit need be present. One recent college case points out this
possibility. Although the suit for $938,000 was dismissed for technical rea-
sons. the judge said:

(Hie who furnishes the means of convenient circulation, knowing or having
reasonable cause to believe, that it is to be used (to distribute a Mel), and
it is in fact so used, is guilty of aiding in the publication and becomes the
instrument of the libeler. ("Note," 1973: 10843

In both vicfious liability and communication liability, colleges which
do not atteirpt to control the content of student publications may be in a
better position to avoid liability than those which impose control. Courts
may find it illogical to hold liable schools which are abiding by judicial
decisions saying that content decisions should be left to students.

Incarporxion. Incorporation does not free a university from liability in
all instances, but it does minimize the risk to the pocketbook of student
publications which have become incorporated. It would still be possible for
a court to "pierce the corporate veil" if the university is found to have any
control over an incorporated paper ("Note," 1973: 1075). It is possible for
an incorporated publication to have the necessary strings with the university
for vicarious liability to be found. Some courts will overlook the legal separa-
tion and find the financial dependence enough to hold the university still
liable. To help minimize the risk of courts undoing this legal fiction of
incorporation, the university can make surf. that (1) the formalities of
corporate separation are rigorously adhered to, (2) the newspaper purchases
its own liability insurancea sign of financial independence, (3) a dis-
claimer is published in the newsoaper stating that the views are not neces-
sarily those of the university, and (4) the statement of purpose in the charter
includes a clause about the separateness of editorial control ["Note," 1973).

The .benefit of incorporation to the corporation itself is that a corporation
carries the privilege of limited- liability. The newspaper would not be liable
far more than its assets.

Prrianal liability. As a general rule, the individuals invclved in :he
publication may be Neu:many liable if damage resulted from their negligence.
Hence, student editon, reporters, advisers, and individual administrators may
be sued along with the university. Because negligence is the criterion for
personal liability, administrators may escape liability because they do not
pass on the material (and are not privileged to do so under First Amendment
guarantees). Advisers who work closely w;'h the paper and supervise the
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daily operations of the news production are more likely to ,be sued than a
board of publications or an adviser who maintains some distance from the
overall. publication. Hence, the person most likely to he sued aside from the
university itself is the editor who was negligent in allowing a libelous story
or an invasion of privacy, to be printed. From a purely practical standpoint,
however, student editors or .reporters are less likely to be defendants than the
university because they simply do not have the financial resources to pay
damages.

Obscenity

Altliough there is a great deal of concern on the pare of parents and
admhisvators about obscenity in the campus press, a look at reported cases
reveals Iihle actual obscenity as defined by tip courts. The concern among
administrators is primarily about "indecena or "offensive" language--
language which enjoys First Amendment protection. The danger of obscenity
prosecution, however, may be lurking nearby. The Supreme Court in 1973
defined obscenity as follows: (1) whether the average person, applying
contemporary commUnity standards, would find that the work, taken as a
whole; appeals to the prurient interest in sex; (2) whether the work portrays
in a patently offensive manner sexual conduct specifically defined in state
law and (3) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary,
artistic, politiol. or scientific value {Miller, 1973).

More recently, courts have struggled to define the "community standard,"
and the raults have rangeti from a statewide standard to a neighborhood
standard. "Community standard" is more conimonly accepted as the standards
of the city, town, or county from which the jury is drawn to hear an
obscenity case. The question raised at the university level is whether the
community would include just the university community of 'students,,faculty,
and staff, or whether it would also indude the town, city, or county where
the university is located:If the universi y is accepted as the standard, would'
the standards be harsher or melt relaxed? Some lower courts would argue
that the standards in a university must be stricter and students should
exhibit a higher standard of morals than 'Persons off campus .[Papish, 1971).
The Supreme Court has rejected this double standard, stating that students
should not be subjected to greater standards of conduct than their counter-
parts off campua (Papish, 1973). If standuda are not to be stricter, can
they be more relaxed? One argument is that students are more mature and
can more readily see .the social value of communications which off campus
may he seen as only vulgar or shocking. A good case may be made for the
proposition that community standard for obscenity in the campus press
should be the audiencethe community of students, faculty, and staff '"iich
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teads the newspaper. If such an argument were successful, obScenity might
be judged by more relaxed standards on campus due to the maturity of the
college student and the educational level and tolerance of the faculty and

. The q - %it of community standard has not yel been raised in a case
involving scenity in a campus publication. The primary concern has been

cont . 1 the university ha aver indecent or vulgar languagelanguage
whi not fall under the definition of obscenity. May the university
attempt to curtail tliis type of language by using A review...board? May the
school suspend or otherwise discipline students engaged in such writing?
May the school refuse to appropriite money, refuse to print, or refuse dis-
tribution privileges to newspapers that use indecent language? AB of these
controls have been used at one time or another to suppress or control stu-
dent publications. However, courts have said that when' thF material is not
obscene, all the safeguards of the First and Fourteenth Amendments must
be adhered to [Antonelli, 19701 If school officials feel the material (alls
under the definition of obscenity, the most rigorous procedural safeguards
must be offered the material until there has been a swift judicial &termina-
tion of obscenity [Antonelli, 1970, at 13351.

In the landmark MSC in this arca, Antrim:11i v. Hammond [1970), Presi-
dent Hammond refused to pay for the printing of an Eldridge Cleaver
article and required future editions of the Cycle to be approved by a review
board which would certify exptmditures and approve p'ayments after the
publication was approved. Although a federal District Court felt obscenity
in the campus press was not likely to canse disruption, the university .couk1
still take steps to contre:. its appearance, in th'e student newspaper. But the

\skiccourt warned that when i. asures are taken to re6alate obscenity, the state
must be careful that protec expression is not caught in what the court
termed "the regu4tory dragdet." To prevent prior restraint of protected ex-
pression, the court extended to the campus the same prior restraint safe-
guar4s used in movie censorship [Freedman, 1965). First, the burden oft proof that the material is ob?cene is on the censor. Second, a judicial
determination must be made quickly. Finally, an avenue of appeal must

' be made available. Until such time as a judicial determination is made, the
school administrators can regulate newspaper content only as long as it
relates to the maintenance of order and discipline on the canvas. The court
said it could not see how indecent or obscene language would be disruptive,
adding that the university setting of college-aged students creates a iature
marketplace for the exchange of ideas. Antonelli [1970) was the .fi step
;n advising administratots and faculty that just because the universlt Iv ids
a newspaper, it does not have totahcontrol oVer its content. Nevertheless,
school officials continue to censor newspapers for indecent or unconventional
lansuage; when such cases reach their final appeal, courts have generally been
unsympathetic to the administrators' viewpoint.

I
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At Texas Tech University, a recognized campus organization published
and distributed campus-wide a tabloid newspaper, the Catalyst, which sold
advertising, had a paid circulation, and lud permission to sell copies on
ca.mpus. On one occasion school officials believed the contents of the Catalyst
violated the student conduct code, which prohibited lewd and vulgar Ian-

. page on campus. The adMinistration refused the newspaper its circulation
and distribution privileges, ...though the student bonkstore and library con-
tained books and magazines which used the same language. A District Court
repeated the 4ntone/1i [1970] warning that before expression can be cur-
tailed it r lust interfere to a. substantial and material degree with Campus
discipline. For those administrators who wield the heavy arm .of censorship
at the smallest hint of problems, the court warned that it was not enougli
that the possibility of disturbance was anticipated: ". . an uncrystallized
apprehension of disruption cannot overcome the right to free expression."
Because the language in questioi. was not challenged as obscene, but as
lewd and vulgar," the District Court warned against the censorship of
challenging and provocative language: ,

That the language is annoying or inconvenient is not tile test. Agreement
with the content or manner of expression is irrelevant. First AmenZment
freedoms are not confined to views that are conventional, or thoughts endorsed
by the majority. [Charming Club, 1971, at 691)

The question of whethvr..4,funiversity can prevent publication and dis-
tribution solely on grounds of bad taste or inappropriateness has come before
the courts several times since the Channing Club [1971) ruling. The major
case is Papirb v. Board Of Curators [1973]. Barbara Papish, a 32-year-old
journalism graduate suident at the University of Missouri, was a staff mem-
ber of the local underground newspaper, Free Press Underground. In 1968,
she and three other students were arrested for distributing obscene material
near thc Memoriar Tower, a tribute to students who died in World Wars
I and II. The particular issue of the paper in question carried two pieces
which the administrators felt were obscene and against the school conduct
code. On the front page of the paper was a political cartoon depicting a
club-wielding policeman raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
justice. The cartoon W2S reprinted from a nationally distributed, left-wing
magazine. Inside was an article headlined "Motherfucker Acquitted." The
article concerned the acquittal of a New York youth for assault and battery.
The youth was a member of an organization known as "Up against the Wall
Motherfucker" or simply "The Motherfuckers." Papish was placed on dis-
ciplinary probation for the remainder of the semester, not given credit for
one course she passed, and not alloweti to re-enter school the next falL

The University argued at the federal District Court level that Papish had
been warned a week earlier that she would not be allowed to distribute the
material on campus because it was in violation of the by-laws of the Board
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of Curators, which prohibited "indecent conduct or speech" on campus.
Papish,,explained in the issue that

*ume might consider the cartoon on the cover of this issue "vulgar." It is
not; it is obscene. But it is a social comment concerning a greater obscenity.
Chicago cops are obscene; napalm is the greatest obscenity of the 20th Cen-
tury; and administraNrs who fear a different view are obscent. (Papish,
1971, at 1330)

Papish's acknowledgment that the material was obscene was to be her undoing
at the lower court level. Although she argued that the word "obscene" was
used in a metaphorical sense and not for legal purposes, the Drtrict Court
found the material obscene by her own admission.

The question raised next was whether the material had any "redeeming
social value." Although expert testimony was offered as to the 4064 merits

44of social criticism and the artistic merits of political cartoons the District
Court doubted that the testimony was an expression of " uine artistic
opinion." The court held, instead, that "what is considered in redeeming
social value is how it is sold," and the obscene aspect of the newspaper, not
the soci4 comment aspect, was emphasized and featured when the paper was
being sold. The court described theuniversity community is "mainly com-
prised of younger and less sophisticated persons than those mature persons
who are interested in social comment." The protection of students under 18
from the pandering of indecent publications was a lawful mission of the
court:

The pandering of distinctly and flagrantly indecent, vulgar and obscene sexual
cartoons and words to convey a claimed social and political message is not

,. protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments under the circumstances
of this case. . . . The indecencies and obscenities ale aptropriate neither to
ihe place, the subject nor to the comment thereon. (Papoh, 1971. at 13311

On the challenge that the code concerning "indecent conduct or speech"
was vague, the court said that the rule was definite en ugh to pass con-
stitutional muster "in its nearly being synonymous with ne,' and "the
regulation was as precise as federal statutes and court decisi as on obscenity."
The court defended this holding by saying that if the iversity had to
describe in detail what speech and activity is vulgar and rep sve, "a provoca-
tive game Of imagining and im lementing endless series of described ob-
scenities and vulgarities and repulsive acts will be to the detriment of educa-
tion and to the discredit of the law" [Papish, 1971, at 1333].\

Finally, the District Court enunciated a double standard of conduct on
collegl campuses, saying that students may be requited "to \possess and
exhibi superior moral standards" in relation to their counterpartg aff campus.

WhOe the District Court based its decision on the pandering issue, the
Eighth 1Circuit Court of Appeals based its finding for the Univerity on the
sufficiency of the rule against "indecent conduct and speech." The ourt ,held
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that the ade was not ambiguous and did not invite invi.lious censorship. The
code, explained the court, restricted the University io disciplining students
where it was necessary to "preserve and enhance the university's function
and mission as an educational institution."

Papish also argued that if the rule of conduct was not vague or overbroad,
it had certainly been applied unconstitutionally to her because it regulated
content, nor conduct. The Court of Appeals dismissed this contention saying
that she was not barred from expressing her views, only frnm distributing the
newspaper in a manner that flouted conventions of decency. In summation,
the Eighth Circuit resorted to a very narrcw definition of the First Amend-
ment on a university campus:

Els provision of the °Institution requires the imposition of so high a value
on freedom of expression that it can never be subordinated to those interests
such as, for example, the conventions of decency in the use and display of
language and pictures on a university campus. The Constitution does not
compel the University to promote the vernacular of the gutter by allowing
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly sold or distributed
on its open campus. (Papish, 1972, at 103

The Supreme Court, in a 6-3 decision, reversed the lower court. The Court
held to the Channing Club [1971] decision that the "mere dissemination of
ideasno matter how offensive to good tasteon a state university campus
may not be shut off in the name alone of 'conventions of decency"' [Papish,
1973, at 670]. The Court made it dear that a university may regulate as to
the time, place, and manner of dizemination of such material, but may not
regulate as to its content. While the Court of Appeals found Papish had been
disciplined because of conduct, the Supreme Court found that content was
the cause of expulsion. The Court also answered the District Court's stance
on stricter standards for college students, saying that the "First Amendment
leaves no room for the creation of a dual standard in the academic com-
munity with respect to the content of speech" [Papish, 1973, at 671).

While the Papish decision, involving an underground newspaper,, was
on its way to the Supreme Court, a similar case involving a school-sponsored
publication was also progressing through the courts. Images, a literary journal
published at the University of Mississippi, was refused distribution privileges
because of "obscene language" in two articles on racial issues. The stories,
one about interracial love and the second about black pride, were written
in a creative writing class by an 18-yearold junior who was black. The
"heroes" of the stories were described by the Fifth Circuit aS modern-day
Holden Caulfields (Catcher in the Rye) trying to find their place in today's
society. The language objected to, said the court, was typical of that used by
young blacks to express themselves. While the "four letter obscenities" would
"definitely not be suited for parlor conversation," said the court, it would
have been strained for the characters to speak and think in "proper prep
school diction."
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A special panel of academic deans four d the articles "inappropriate" and
"in bad taste" and recornnumcled that Irkves not be distributed. The Court
of Appeals held that the street language was appropriate in the context of
the stories, because the vulgar words were tISCA as modifiers for effect and
mood rather than in their literal sense The Fifth ,Circuit stated that the
mere use of one word "cannot be so tastiless . . . titat its use is subject to
unbridled censorship."

The University argued that its relationship with the publication made it
appear to the public that the school 'endorsed such language. The mutt
countered that just because a magazine is advised by a university does not
mean that it speaks for the school. The tenuous financial connection and
the atatement that Images is published by atudents of the Uaiversity "is not
enough to equate the university with a private publisher and endow it with
absolute arbittary powers to decide what can be printed." The court later
allowed the school to apply a stamp to the magazine's cover. reading "This
is.not ail official publication of the University" (Bazaar, 19733.

The Fifth Circuit repeated the open forum doarine it had used four yeara
earlier (Brooks, 1969). The court said there a.-as a constitutional right to
use university facilities on an equal basis for purposes of speech and hearing
once such a forum has been opened by the school, Once a university recognizes
a student activity, it can censor only if consistent with First Amendment
guarantees.

The most recent case of censorship for indecent language occurred at East
Carolina University. William &hell, a student, wrote a letter to the editor
of the ECU Fountainhead criticizing the school's dormitory policies and
warning that the University president, Leo Jenkins, who was seeking Demo-
cratic nomination for governor, should choose between politics and educa-
tion. The letter ended with the phrase, "Fuck you, Leo" [Reporters Com-
mittee, 1973: 363. President Jenkins attempted to fire Robert Thonen, the
editor, but school regulations prevented it. Thonen had been warned earlier
about the use of vulgarity in the publication. At that time, the president
made it clear he had no intention of censoring vulgarity, but he also had
no intention of condoning the use of surh language in the school paper.
It was only when the vulgar language was used in reference to the president
himself that it was viewed as a .totally unacceptable situation requiring
disciplinary action. Jenkins expelled both Schell and Thonen. The Fourth
Circuit followed the Papith [19733 and Bazaar (1973) decisions and held
thlt the use of one vulgar word in a letter dealing with a subject of importance
to the campus was not enough to justify suspending the editor and the letter
writer [Thonen, 19751

Frequently, the problem of obscenity on campus has occurred 2S a result
of the activities of underground newspapers. In such situations, administrators
would be wise to leave the prosecution of such persons to state law enforce-
ment, as was done in Wisconsin. In May 1968 the Kaleidoscope, an under-
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ground newspaper in Madison, published a story , about the arrest of a
Kaleidoscope photographer on charges of possessing obscene material. The
stoty, headlined "The One Hindred Thousand Dollar Photos," was accom,
panied by two pictures of a nude man and nude woman sitting on a bed
embracing. The pictures were described as similar to those seized by police.
Three months later, the Kaleidoscope ran a two-page spread of eleven poems.
One poem was titled "Sex Poem" and described in a rambling discourse the
author's experiences and feelings while having intercourse. The publisher of
the Kaleidoscope, John Kois, Was arrested under a Wisconsin statute pro-
hibiting dissemination a "lewd, obscene or indecent written matter, picture,
sound recording or film" and was sentenced to 2 one-year prison terms and
fined $2,000.

In examining the evidence, the Supreme Court found the pictures relevant
to the theme of thc news article and found the tirticle had not been used
as a "mere vehicle" for the publication of the pictures. As for the poem,
the Court was a bit more apprehehsive but found that it did bear "some of
the earmarks of an attempt at serious art." Thus, redeeming social value was
found, and both Ihe pictures and the poem required First Amendment pro-
tection. Justice William O. Douglas, in a concurring opinion, looked deeper
into the motives of authorities, charging the state with using the "vague
umbrella of obscenity laws . . in an attempt to run a radical newspaper
out of business" (Kois, 1972).
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Advertising

The Supreme Court considered commercial sperchadvertising--outside
the scope of First Amendment protection for about 35 years. Only recently
has advertising been given status as protected expression. However, it
remains the portion of media content most heavily regulated by govern-
mentfor example. through statutes against fraudulent and misleading
advertising.

The Court's definition of protected advertising has gone through several
changes. In an early ruling on advertising, the Court said that a handbill
.printed with A commercial solicitation on one side and a protest message
on the other was not protected by the First Amendment. The Court held
that the public interest message was used solely to evade application of a
local -ordinancr. banning distribution of commercial leaflets by purporting to
take the hani,bill out of the category of commercial advertising. According
to the Court, "the Constitution imposes no . . restraint on government as
respects purely commercial advertising" [Valentine, 19421'

The Court i2t e'r h.i1 thit separating classified advertisements into "Male
Help Wanted" and "Ferule Help Wanted" columns violated a local nrdi-
nance forbidding discrimination in hiririg on the basis of sex. Basing its deci-
sion on Valenline r.:9423, the Court said that the classified ads do "no more
than propose; a commercial transaction" and .do not express a position on
matters of public interest [Pittsburgh PreSSI 1973].

In New York Titilll CO. V. Sullivan (1964), the Supreme Court moved
closer to defining "editof;a1" advertising. The case involved an advertisement
objecting to the allesed mistreatment of certain black persons in Alabama.
The Court called advertising "an important outlet for the promulgation of
information and ideas by persons who do not themselves have access to
publishing facilities." The Court differentiated the ad from commercial
advertising because it "communicated information, expressed opinions, recited
grievances, protested claimed abuses, and sought fmancial support on behalf
of a movement whose existence and objectives are matters of the highest
public interest and concern" (New York Times Co., 1964, at 2661.

In a more recent MC, Bigelow v. Virginia [1975], the Court went a
step further toward protecting advertising. The case,. involved 2 weekly
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newspaper in Virginia which had printed an advertisement for an abortion
service in New York City. Virginia then had a statute making it illegal for
any person or publication to "encoorage or prompt the procuring of abor-
tion." The Supeine Court said khat expression does not :.:se its First Amend-
ment protection simply because it appears in the form of an advertisement.
Nor does it lose protection because it "has commercial aspects.or rellect[s]
the advertiser's commercial interests." The Court held that the abortion
service advertisement contained "factual material of clear 'public interest,'
discussing a controversial issup which would expand readers' knowledge.
Thus for the first time, the Supreme Court extended a measure of con-
stitutional protection to advertising for a commercial service.

The First Amendment protection of advertising wes further strengthened
when the Supreme Court ruled that a Virginia statute prohibiting phar-
macies from advertising prescription drug prices was unconstitutional. The
Court said the law violated the guarantee of freedom of expression. The
advertisements, involving purely commercial expression, disseminated
information necessary to a free enterprise economy and were a matter of
public interest, according to the Court. The decision made clear that false,
deceptive, or misleading advertising is still subject to regulation [Virginia St.
Bd. of Pharmacy, 1974 Marc recently the Court ruled that lawyers could
not be disbarred or otherwise punished by professional organizations for
advertising their services (Bates, 1977).

A precursor of the Mgr low [1975] case involved the student newspaper
at the University of Florida. A state law held it illegal to advertise "any
advice, direction, information or Jenowledge . . . for the purpose of causing
or procuring the miscarriage of any woman pregnant with child." Ronald
Sachs, the student.editor, inserted in the newspaper a list of abortion referral
agencies. His conviction .under the statute was overturned on the basis that
the law was unconstitutionally vague and violated First Amendment guaran-
tees [State, 1972; Stevens & Webster, 1973: 68).

The definition of "editorial" advertisement is important for college papers.
While courts have said that privately owned newspapers normally need not
accept advertisements, Ivhether comnwrcial or editorial [Chicago Joint Board,
19' 01 a significant ruling by the Seventh Circuit has held that public college
ne 'papers that accept any advertisements must accept editorial ads.

The case involved the Royal Prirpie, the student newspaper at Wisconsin
State University.Wtyiwwater. The newspaper staff, on three occasions over
the period of a year, refused to print paid advertisements concerning a uni-
versity employees union, alleged discrimination and race relations, and the
Vietnam war. A faculty-staff committee at the school had reviewed policy
governing student publications and had adopted a rule of not accepting
"editorial advertis&nents." 130th the committee and the school president had
been asked to modify the rule but had not done so up to the time suit was
brought to force such a change.
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A federal District Court, in Lee v. Board of Regents [19(c9), considering
litigation brought by students whose ads were refused, held that student
papers, being important forums for the "dissemination of.news and expres-
sion of opinion" should be "open to anyone who is willing to pay to
have his views published thereinnot just open to commercial advertisers."
The paper's willingness to publish letters to the editor from the students
who wished to advertise was not an acceptable alternative to the court, since
"a paid advertisement can be cast in such a form as to command much
breater attention than a letter." The court saw refusal to accept the ads as an
impermissible form of censorship.

The Seventh Circuit affirmed the District Court's decisioi., noting that no
question of access to a private ptiblication existed, as in a cese in which
Chicago papers were upheld in their refusal to accept editorial a.is from a
union (Chicago Joint Board, 1970), since "the campus newspaper Aate
facility." The court held that "a state public body which dissemina:es paid
advertising of a commercial type may not reject other paid adveitising on
the basis that it is editorial in character." The decision also indicated that no
threat of campusqlisruption was presented by the advertisements [Lee, 1971].

Seemingly, student publications could decide not to accept any advertising
at all. They may also refuse ads containing legally unprotected speech
[Duseha & Fischer, 1973: 763, though it is not acceptable to refuse editorial
ads as a means of "protecting the university from embarrassment" and the
staff from making difficult judgments as to what material may be "obscene,
libelous, or subversive" [Lee, 1971, at 12601

No ease definitively answers the question of whether public college
newspapers and periodicals must accept product and service advertisements
which are purely commercial. The Chicugo Joint Board [1970) case answers
in the negative for privately owned papers. As the Bigelow. [1975) case
(abortion ad in a Virginia weekly taper) indicates, there is a gray area
between purely commercial and clearly editorial ads. For instance, the Florida
State University paper refused to accept an ad announcing a Gay Liberation
Front meeting, cont-nding that similar ads previously published had cost
the newspaper adve rt sing linage from local businesses. The college's Board
of Publications overrt led that decision, noting that the group had been
denied "freedom of speech by a body that receives its funds from the Student
Body" [Stevens & Webster, 1973: 67-68).

That situation was not litigated, but a similar case was recently decided by
the Fifth Circuit. The Mississippi Gay Alliance attempted to have an in-
formation ad published in the Mississippi State University Reflector. The ad
read in part: "Gay center open. .Wc offer counseling, legal aid and a
library of homosexual literature." Bill Goudelock, the student editor,
refused to accept the ad, although the paper prinied other advertisements,
both commercial and editorial. According to the court, neither tbe faculty
advisers nor the school administration played any part in Goudelock's
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decision. The Gay Alliance officers, three nonstudents, hetught legal action
to force acceptance of the ad and to recover monetary damages from the
student editor, advisers, and university president.'

The federal District Court upheld the right of the editor "to accept or
reject such material as he saw fit." The American Civil Liberties Union, in
appealing thc decision to the Fifth Circuit for the Gay Alliance, stressed
what it saw as the "state action" aspect of the case. The ACLU contended
the newspaper is a publication of the State of Mississippi and therefore could
not be closed off to thc expression of some ideas because those in charge of
such a state facility dislike them. The newspaper was equated with other
state facilities, such as a public park or auditorium, which cannot arbitrarily
be closed to persons because of a disagreement with what they might say in
those fonims. The ACLU differentiated between news and editorial
material, and editorial advertisements, believing that the former may be
selected by student editors using their judgment, but that the latter must all
be accepted for publication. This, it contended, will satisfy the compet g
First Amendment interests of the student editors' tight to use their nal
judgment and the rights of citizens to express their views in a public college
publication. Hearing the case on appeal, however, a divided Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit affirmed the District Court's judgment and
ruled that the student editor could not be forced to accept the ad.

The Fifth Circuit said the editor's refusal to accept the ad did not con-
stitute "state action," that is, it was the decision of a private individual, not

. the university. The court reasoned that while the paper wis supp%rted in
pan by mandatory student activity fees collected by the school, the editor
was elected by students, not appointed by a college faculty ot staff member.
Also, the university could not have prohibited the editor from printing the
ad even if it had wanted to, according to earlier court rulings. Thus the
decision whether to accept or reject the ad was totally te student editor's. In
addition, the court noted that the Mississippi law making criminal "any
intercourse which is unnatural, detestable and abominable" is not un-
constitutional and may serve 2S a basis for the editor's refusal to accept the
ad. since he "had a right' to see that the paper was not involvea in any way
with "this off-campus homosexually-related activity."

Dissenting from the Fifth Circuit's opinion, Judge Goldberg contended
that because there exists a right of access to public forums (such as school
newspapers), editorial control may not be extended to advertisements or
"announcements". from individuals outside the newspaper staff [Mississippi
Gay Alliance, 1976).

That Lee 11971) and-Misthsippi Gay Alliance 11976) are.in disagreement
is reflected in an opinion by the attorney general of Oregon. In 1976, the
editor of the student paper.at Portland State University refused to accept
recmiting advertising from the Central Intelligence Agency or the armed
forces. The attorney general stated that university administrators ,could
"exercise control" over the editor, directing him to accept the ads, "to the
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extent such control is exercised to preseive and enhance the status of the
paper as an open forum for the university community or to protect the
paper's financial integrity." The attorney general said this opinion was
limited to advertising content and acknowledged **there is authority to the
contrary" (Blackwell, 1977: 43-4,4).

At California State University, Hayward, the student newspaper ran an
ad for Gallo wines and was promptly challenged by thc student publication
board. Gallo Industries and the United Farm Workers have been involied
in a lengthy union dispute, and various Mexican-American groups support-
ing UFW were 'pressuring college newspapers to drop the Gallo ads. The
University's publication board ordered that if the paper continued to accept
the Gallo ads, it must offer UFW free space next to those ads. The student
senate also passed a resolution that would restrict funding-for the paper if
Gallo ads continued to run ("Editor," 1976). Even where state action is
present, a student newspaper does not have to offer free advertising space
(Lee, 19711.

Partly in response to the Hayward situation, staff attorneys for the
Trustees of the California State University and Colleges issued an opinion
stating that student newspaper editors in public colleges may be selective in
accepting advertising so long as it is done in a non-discriminatary tnasMer.
That is, an editor may not limit a particular advertiser's freedom of ex-
pression if such action is based on a disagreement over political positions,
since this might be construed as "state action," an abridgement of a per-
son's First Amendment rights by the college itself. The attomeie.s opinion
stressed that this might be particularly true if a student paper granted free
advertising space to certain people while denying others space or charging
them for it (Counsel's Office, 1976).

Some courts have contended that there is state action ilvolved in a public
college student newspaper or periodical. One court concluded a publication
was "state supported" because its expenses were "payable by the college
from funds received from compulsory student fees" (Antonelli, 1970). An-
other, referring to a state university newspaper supported by student activity
fees, said that "unquestionably" the paper, "supported as it was by the Uni-
versity, constituted 'state action' in the area of civil rights" [Joyner, 19733.
In Lee (19711 the Seventh Circuit said, "It-is conceded that the campus
newspaper is a state facility," because state action was present. This is still
an unsettled question.

A CaSe involving a law review substantiates a student editor's powers to
select and reject material for publication. An editor of the Rutgers Univer-
My Law Review refused to print an article submitted by a law school pro-
fessor who later claimed the rejection was based on the editor's disagreement
with the article's ideology. The Third Circuit upheld the editor's right to
exercise his editorial judgment, noting that more material was submitted to
the review than could be published. The court said the article's author could
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not insist that his piece be published in preference to others the student
editors deemed of higher quality. The fact that the review was financed in
pan with state f,Ultris did not require that its pages be open to all who wished
to be represented in them (Avins, 19671.

'It is important to note that the Mississippi Gay Alliance [1976] and
Avins (1967) cases upheld the right of student editors of public college
newspapers and periodicals to exercise editorial judgment. Cases cited pre-
viously in this book indicate that school 'administrators cannot censor other-
Va Se protected material. As noted, the ACLU believes -that student editors
may have certain restrictions imposed on them as well. A similar view was
expressed by the Fourth Circuit, which stated:

A college newspaper's freedom from censorship does not necessarily imply
that its facilities are the Oitor's private domain. When a college paper receives
a subsidy from the state, there are strong arguments for insistinz that its
columas be open to the expression of contrary views and that its publication
enhance, not inhibit, free speech. Joyner, 1973, at 462]

These comments were not directly pertineni to the case and are therefore in-
tended more as an observation than as a holding.

Another question involved in student newspaper advertising is presented
in Cass Student Advertising v. National Educational! Advertising Service
(NEAS) 119761. Both compr.nies were national advertising representatives
'for student newspapers. selling space in the papers and billing advertisers, or
their advertising agencies, deducting a commii.c;on for themselves, and
remitting the remainder to the student newspaper. At oue time, NEAS was
the only company doing such business and required student papers to sign
exclusivity agreements, binding them to accept national advertising from no
other representative than NEAS. After CM began operation and some
papers ignored this contractual clause, NEAS withheld the equivalent of
commissions for national ads placed by the competing representative from
the ainount NEAS owed the paper. :2 ", s, NEAS's only serious competitor,
according to the court, claimed it re:oved less than two percent of the
annual billings for national advertising in college newspapers because of
NEAS's monopolistic position and practices, including the exclusivity
agreements. Cass filed suit charging NEAS with violating the Sherman
Antitrust Act.

A federal District Court ruled that an individual college paper did not
constitute the "relevant market" referred to in the Sherman Act, because col-
lege papers are only one4part of the total media through which national
advertising may reach college students. Since NEAS did not dominate the
radio, television, and magazine markets, the company was not in violation
of antitrust laws. The Seveath Citcuit overturned that decision, holding that
NEAS and CASs are "classic middlemen" allowing the adveitiser and the
college paper to "find each other." The court considered the college paper
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the "relevant market" because, by paying commissions for NEAS's and Cass's
services, the paper was the buyer and, therefore, required protection from
monopolistk practices.

On remand, using the SeVenth Circuit's definition of "relevant market,"
the District Court found that NEAS had exercised monopoly powers in vio-
lation of the Sherman Act. The court held that exclusivity agreements in
NEAS contracts were null and void, that NEAS could not interfere with
Cgts's business dealings with college newspapers or national advertisers, and
that NEAS had to notify all college papers with which it had 'contracts that
they could freely deal with any NEAS competitor. In 1978, Cass acquired
NEAS.

0
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Additional Matters
of Concern

-or

Cent() m pt

When a reporter's activities interfere with the allministration of justice,
the court may punish the reporter through its power oi contempt. In federal
-courts, a person may be cited for contempt when th: misbehavior ;$ in the
Presence of the court or so near the tyuirt as to obstrict justice. Before ;tate
courts, thistpower may be broader or narrower depending on the precedents
_or laws of the state. Contempt proceedings may algo fall into either civil or
criminal categories, but the distinction is hazy and the two can oft be
distinguished on:i by the penalties that are given out (Nelson &
1973: 3431

Of more importance to the journalist is the distinction between direct
and indirect contempt. Dirtct contempt is behavior which occurs in th*: cold.
room or so near the ccurtroom tha it disrupts aduai proceeding.. Such Cases
range from disturbing a. courttoom by taking pictures to a refusal by a re-
porter to testify as to sources of information. Indirect, or constructive, con.
tempt refers to out.of-court contempts, such as publication of a derogatory
editorial about the judge or publication of material the judge feels is detri-
meotal to the court proceedings. The reporter is just as likely to be guilt7
of indirect contempt as he is of direct contempt [Nelson & Teeter, 1978:
311.

Direct COnleMpl. In recent years, newspapers have been concerned with
direct contempt because of the increased use of this power by Ow alum to
forc, reporters to reveal sources of information. The four reported college
cases involving contempt have concerned the clash of reporter's privilege
with the court's power of contempt.

In 1968, Annettt Buchanan, editor of the University of Oregon Doily
Emenrisi, wrote a story about marijuana use among students. Buchanan in-
terviewed several persons and promiied that if they permitted the interrjew,
she would not reveal their names. Si le wrote the story using bctiorul name,.
When .subpoenaed before the rand iuty investigating marijuana use,

4
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Buchanan refused to reveal the real names and was fined $300 fox contempt.
Bocleanan argued not only that the Constitution protects gathering of
moss in its protection of freedom of the press, but that certa'n news stories
cannot be gathered unless the reporter. can proenise anonymity. 'The Oregon.
Supreme Court upheld the contempt conviction saying that newsgatherers
have no constitution.d right to information which is not accessible to the
public generally. "The rights of privacy, rvdom of association and ethical
convictions arc subordinate to the duty o oery citizen to testify in court,"
said the ones pochaoan, 1968tt 7313. hc court, however, did leave one
loophole for the legislature to fill7 "We hold merely that in the absence of
statute, nothing in the state or federal constitutions compels the court to
recognize such a privilege- [Buchanan, !968, at 7321.

The United States Supreme Court in 1972 ruled for the first time on
whether a reporter has the constitutional right undea the First Amendment
to refuse to testify about confidential sources of information. In three cases
heard together, the Court denied reporter's privilege under the Constitution.
Earl Caldwell, a reporter for the New York Timer, was calkd by a federal
grarnl jury in California to give information on Black Panther activities
which he regolarly etwered. C.ddwell refused to appear or testify. Paul
Branzhurg, a ieporter for the Lamireilk Coarier-Joora, wrote an investiga-
tive article about reariitrana and drug use. Branzbuig refused to testify about
the information he had obuined in gathering the story. Paul Pappa.1 was a
telev;sion rims broadcaster in Massachusetts wilo refused to testify as to the
actisiities of the Black Panthers.

The Supreme Court held that none of the three was protetted by the First
-Amendment in these instances and that it was the obligation of journalists
to respond tn grand jury subpoenas just as any other citizen would. However,
like the Oregon court, the Supreme Court Mid that while the Constitution
did not provide a shield against contempt citations for refusing to testify,
Congress or state legislatures could pass laws providing pasocctioa for news-
gatherers [Branzburg, 1972].

In early 1979, ..enty-sis states had sonic form of legislative protection
for jourHahstv. However, such laws frequently arc weak and offer little real
protection,

Maryland has 4 shield law foi s reporters, but it was passed after Paul
Levin, A photographer for the University of Maryland Diamondback, had
his day in court. Levin had taken photographs during disturbances at the
College Park campus and was subpoenaed before a grand jury to produce
"all photes taken by him . . relating to disturbances at the Univecsity of
Maryland from May 1, 1970, to May 15, 1970." Levin filed a motion to
quash the subtoenaf but the motion was denied. The state's attorney then
revised the subpOenas and on the day Levin appealed to the District Court,
the revised subpoena was accepted. Despite the fact that the case was moot,
tfie Vistrict Court said that it was incumbent on the government prosecutor

6,2
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to shoulder the burden of shoWing the need fur the'issuance and.sompliance
with iny such subpoena. The e'ourt also warned the state's attorney that the
juStice Department's "Guidelines for Subpeonas to -News Media" would be
adhered to .by the court and the state must meet its general rules [Levin,
.19701. The guiddmes gated that all reasonable attempts should be made
to obtain information from rion.media sources before there is any considera-
tion of subpoenaing the press. If subpoena appears imminent, then nego-
tiitions should be attempted with the media. If negotiations fail, a subpoena
cannot he issued without the authority of the Atterney General.

That these ismiddines, reissired in 1973, extend to members of the college
picss was made ckar in i more recent colkge case involving the Wounded
Knee disturbaoce. In spri0 cif 1975, Tom Blackburn, a reporter, for the
Long Meath State University Foriy-Niner, spoke by telephone with.
one of the Indian leaders at the. Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in .South
Dakota. Blackburn thtn published the interview and wa: subsequently cited
hy the Los..Angeles Newspaper Guild as ..Outstanding Journalist of the
Year."

In August 1973, Justi(e Department officials subpoenaed Blackburn to
testify at the Wounded Knee trial and to bring all records, notes, and docu-

. merits relating to the interview. A complant -was filed .against. the Justice
DepArtrnene s..ying that ;he government had failed-10 Obtain the Attorney
General's ,:uthoriration aiicording to the guidelines. The Justice Department
said that 'the 7nitod States Attorney General had not realized that the guide-.
lines estendet: to members of the college press and that no harrawnent of
Blackburn was intended. Mr subpoena was ItiaShed, bitt subsequently re-
issued the same thy with the Attorney Generat'S Approval. The second sub.
poen; was srithdrawn within a weeV because the testimony was found to be
-irrelevant to the governments case [Reporters Committee, 1975: 393.

In 1970, Old Main on the campus of Wisconsin State University-White-
water was burned, and a building, at the Univer.ity of' Wisconsi,. Madison
was bombed and one person killed. Alter the bombing at Madison, the local
underground paper, the icaleid9wipe, fan a front ;Nip story hea.ilined: 'The
Bombers Tell WhY and What Next f-Eschtisive to the Kaleidoscope." The
story revealed the .born'aers' reasons after a promise pot to disclose their

identities. The K.jeidm:ope editor, Mark Knop., wds subpoenlied before
the grand jury, but he refused in answer .questions itbekof the identity of the
bombers. Knops h--ok the 'Fifth Amendment, claiming self-incrimination,
but i,fien gunted immunity (torn prosecution, he still refused, to testify and
was.given six months in jail for contempt.

Knops purged himself of the first contempt eilotion by answering some
preliminary questions, .but he refused to answer five questions pertinent to
the.identity of the 'heathen- For.this second refusal, Knops was sentenced
to ,five months anci seven days in jail. The Wisconsin Supreme Gant had
no sympathy for Krrops, heilding-tha "the need for these answers is noihing
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short of the public's need to protect itself from physical I.:tack." The court
stated that there was a constitutional right to the privilege not to disclose
sources of informatio4 received confiden.' ; "however, when the confidence
conflicts with the public's overriding need to know, it must yield to the in-
terest of justice" [State, 19711

At Stanford University. police did not subpoena mate fials needed in an
investigation of a disturbance at the university's health service. Instead, in
April 1971, police and sheriff s deputies entered the Stanford Daily 's offices
with search warrants and searched desks, files, and personal belongings for
photogrzphs of the disturbance. Police found only thew photographs which
had already been prilite. A month later, staff members filed a suit under
the Civil Rights Act rif 1871 142 U.S.C. 1983j to prevent further searches,
but the injunction was denied. The District Court, however, did rule that
the search of the Daily 's offices was illegal. The court said that a warrant to
Stara a third party such as a newspaper could be issued only if (1) there is
probable cause to believe a subpoena would be ignored, (2) there is a clear
indication ,that an order restraining destruction of materials vii be useless,
and (3) there is reasonable belief that materials will be destroyed. According
to thr District Court's interpretation of the Fourth Amendment's guarantee
against unreasonable searches and seizures, all three criteria must be present
in 1. third party search. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the
ruling.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in a landmaik decision in May
197, ovenumed the lower court's ruling. The Court voted 5-3 (justice
Brennan tnok no part in the case) tint a Proper search warrant does not
violate the First hmendment when a newspaper is a third party to an in-
vestigation.

In justifying the decision, Justice White said that the District Court's
three-part test was inipractical and went beyond the requirements of the
Fourth *mendment. The requirements for a proper search warrant as
established over many years by the Court are (1) proballe cause to believe
that items will be uncovered on specified tiroperty and (2) specificity as to
propertY to be searched and items to be seized. Although the opinion cited
examples of how searches coul4 Iisnrpt a newsroom, rh Court refused tes
issue further requirements for 4 warrant when newspapers arc involved.
HOWeVer, based on its own yecedents, the Couir said. thai when protected
materials such as books, movies' or phomgra hs are being "sought, the
warmnt requirements of "probable cause" and 'rspecificity" should be met
sink "particular exactitude" and with little room for arbitrariness. With
such care, said the Court, a proper warrant "should afford sail. ent
protection against the harms that are assertedly threatened by warrants for
searching newspaper offices."

The Court was not convinced that searchei would dry up confidential
sources of infotmation, nor that the Press would be "chilled" in its
willingness to cover sensitive matters. If Attie occurs, such as rummaging
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through files or excessive intrusion on the editorial process, "there will be
time enough to deal with it. Furthermore the press is not only an important,
critical and valuable asset to society, but it is not easily intimidatednor
should it bc," said the Court tZurcher, l978i.

Like its holding in the Brartzburg [1972] shield law case, the Court
acknowledged that Congress or state legislatures co,uld set criteria for
searches which intrude on protected materials, 2S long at those criteria are no
less stringent than already requirel by the Fourth Amendment. Within a
week of the Stanford Day decision, several bills were introduced in both
the Senate and House of Representatives seeking special protection against
searches of editorial offices.

Indirect contempt. Contempt by out-of-court publication is becoming a
more common way to punish and suppress discussion of court and grand
jury proceedings. The traditional types of indirect contempt occur when a
newspaper attempts to influence a court's decision by commenting on a pend-
ing caSe, or when edkrial comment is disparaging of the judge and the
court's competence. A third area involves grossly inaccurate and misleading
news reports of pending judicial proceedings [Nelson & Teeter, 1978:
3441.

All three of the above areas may bring contempt charges, and the defenses
against such charges are uncertain. InAme jurisdictions, lack of intent to
influence or disparage the court may help; ,sr, if the material reported is a
fair and accurate report of a judicial proceeding, such a defense may be
adequate. However, if the court finds that the effect of the article or editorial
wgs -extremely serious.' and that there was a clear and present danger to
the fairness of the trial, then very few defenses will suffice [Bridges, 1941].

Whereas indirect contempt is traditionally a punishment after publication,
courts have recently been issuing court orders, or gag orders, to restrain news-
papers in advance from publishing any material about trial activities. Dis-
obedience of a gag order may be grounds for contempt, just as would be
disobedience of any court order. A gag order is an effective tool of the courts
because an appeal of a gag order may become moot when the trial being
reported is concluded. Generally, the Supreme Court has held that any official
restraints on the ress in advance of publication bear a heavy presumption
against their contithtionality. Recently, justice Harry Bladanun stayed part
of a gag order ssued in a controversial mass murder trial in Nebraska.
Blackmun was cncemed about the delays, saying that "the very day-to-day
duration of that delay would constitute and aggravate a deprival of such
Constitutional rights." He noted that the four-week delay between the initial
order and his opinion "exceeds tolerable limits" and "any First Amendment
infringement tW occurs with each passing day is irreparable." In the par-
ticular case wilder review, Blackmun lifted a ban on news coveiage of the
trial, but, upheld a ban on reporting the confessions made by the defendant
before his trial.and a ban on divulging information to the press (Nebraska
Press Atsociation, 1975).
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The Nebraska case was appealed to the Supreme Court, and a decision was
handed down June 30, 1976. The Court held unanimously that the Nebraska
gag older prohibiting the reporting of pretrial information and of pre-
liminary hearings was unconstitutional: "We reaffirm that the guarantees of
freedom of expression are not an absolute prohibition under all circum-
stances, but the barriers to prior restraint remain high and the presumption
againSt its use continues intact" Although the barriers remain high, they are
not insurmountable. According to the Court's holding, circumstances may
exist in a pretrial situation where a gag order would bc valid.

Specifically, the Court concluded that the trial judge had net demon-
strated that "further publicity, unchecked, would so distort the views of
potential jurors" that a fair trial would be impossible, Three jUstices .in-
sisted, in a separate opinion, that gag orders were unnecessary to assure a
fair trial [Nebraska Press Association, 19761

A typical gag order case iavolved a newspaper in New Orleans. on June
17, 1974, a New Orleans judge ordered the press not to publish any edi-
torials, investigative stories, or pretrial testimony relating to a pending mur-
der trial. The media obLyed the order, but two days later the Times-Picayane
appealed, claiming the order was an unconstitutional prior restraint..The
Louisiana Supreme Court let the gag order stand and, on appeal, the Supreme
Court of the United States declared the CAW moot because the criminal trial
from which the order came had been concluded. The decision came from
thr Supreme Court nine months after the Timer-Pkaymne appealed the order
[Times-Picayune, 1975).

Although there are no reported CISCS of gag orders being issued againsf
universay newspapers, the increasing presence of student reporters in munici-
pal and county courtrooms makes the threat ever-present.
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Copyright

Article I. section 8, of the United States Constitution proirides Congress
with the power "to- prignote--the progress of science and usefcl- arts, by
securing for !Whited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to
their respettive writings and discoveries." As a result 4' this (institutional
mandate, some form of copyright legislation has existed in the United States
since 1790.

In 1976, Congress enacted a new copyright law (17 .U.S.C. ser. 1011 to
replace the previous Copyright..Act of 1909. The new law, which became
effective January 1, 1978, retains the philosophical underpinnings of
previous copyright statutes. but includes numerous new provisions to at-
commodate our fast-paced communication technology.

Because the copyright law is so new, no significant cases interpreting the
law have come through the court system. However, judges probably will rely
heavily on cases interpreting the 1909 law and will look at le islative
documents (committee reports, debates, and proceedings) to understand
better Congress' intent in passing thc new law.

Copyright literally means the right of -.he owner of a work to reproduce
copies of the work; to make derivative works (such as plays from books); to
distribute, sell, or lease the work; ior to perform or display the work to the
public. In'Other- words, thc owner of the work has exclusive use of that work
and may do with it as he or she pkases. Use of a work by a person other than
the owner requires consent of the copyright holder.

Material protected by copyright includes any work "fixed ih a tangihle
medium of expression" which con be seen, reproduced, -or otherwise
transmitted with or without the help of a machine or other device (17

sec. 102). Congress' intent was to protect all types of works whether
manually, mechanically, ektuonicallY., or otherwise produced or tran-
smitted, and whether. or not the technology now exists. The law states that
material is "fixed in a tangible medium" when it is sufficiently permapent
or stable that it will last for mare than a "transitory period." The question
.of whether material is fixed or not probably will bt debated often in years to
come.

There are seven broad categories of items which can be copyrighted: (1)
literary works; (2) musical; works and accompanying words; (3) dramatic
work% and accompanying Music; (4) pantomimes and choreographic works;
(5) pictorial, graphic and sculptural worLs; (6) motion pictures and other
audio visuals; aild (7) sound recordings. Copyright applies only to the
literary or irtistic style of the creation, not to ideas, procedures, processes,
systems, methods, concepts, principles, or discoveries. -Hence, a news story
may be copyrighted, but the only elements protected ate the particular
selection and ordering of tihrases, sentences, and paragraphs. The facts in
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the story are not copyrightable (International Ncws Service, 1918). Ad-
, ditionally, werks created by the United States Government are not
copyrightable, thus leaving them open for public use.

Under the old 1909 statute, works inie inoiected before publication by a
person's common law right to own and use his or her own property. After
publication, the works were protectFd by federal law. The new law
specifically removes this dual system of protection, placing all protectable
works, whether published or unpublished, under federal copyright
protecmii.

Although the law gives'exclusive use of a work to the copyright holder, it
is not quite so absolute. Over the yeses, the courts have been conscious of
the need for a free and open'flow of information to the public so that the
advancement of knowledge is not stifled. To accommodate both the public's
need for information and the need td protect a person's creations, courts
developed the "Fair Use Doctrine." The new copyright law has picked up
this doctrine as developed by the courts and has incorporated it :s one of
several exceptions to the concept of exclusive rights. The law alrws the fair
usc of copyrighted work for such purposes as scholarship. research, teaching,
comment, criticism, and news reporting. The factors which determine
whether use of a work is fair arc (1) the purpose and character of the use
(whether for commercial. edu(ational. or informational purposes); (2) ti e
nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount copied in relation to the
whole work; and (4) the effect of such copying on the monetary or market
value of the work (17 U.S.C. sec. 107]. To determine fair use, courts will
apply the doctrine on a case by case basis, weighing each of the four criteria
against the others. .

A newspaper mt, be aware of copyright on both sidesas both creator ,

and user of copyrig .d works. Newspapers should acquire permission to use
and publish any yrighted work such .:s stories, editorials, columns,
advertisements, photograp?n, or art. Formerly, the only safe use of
copyrighted material without permission was in critiques or reviews of ar-
tistic works such as plays, books, or movies. However, the present wording of
the Fair Use Doctrine qualifies "newc reporting" in general for application
of the doctrme. Thus, fair copying even for use in news stories or editorial
copy will be protected.

A recent case is an example of how copying by a newspaper can fall
outside protection ofi tIrT Fair Use Doctri9e. In 1976, the Wall Street
Transctot, a weekly Mancial newspaper, published abstracts of financial
reports prepared and copyrighted by a business research firm. Wainwright
Securities, Inc. T e 4Painwright reports were lengthy anatyses of major
industrial, finane , wilities, and railroad corporations. The riports were
sold by Wainwrigh coeducational institutions, lawyers, and businesses. The
Wall Street Transcript regularly printed condensed versions of these reports
in a column calba: "Wall Street Roubdup." These abstracts were taken
practically ver from the Wainwright reports. Wainwright sued thc

\ .
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Traiscript for copyrit!ht infringements and the claim was upheld by the
Second Circuit. The couit held that the Tramcn* "appropriated almost
verbatim the most creative and original aspects of the reports, the financial
anal .ses and predictions, which represent a substantial investment of time,
money and labor." The court added that the Tramscrips's copying of the
abstracts was not coveted by the Fair Use Doctrine because (1) thc copying
was substantial in quality and quantity; (2) publication of the abstracts
reduced the marketability of Wainwright's reports; and (3) the Trasscrips
could have prepared comparable reports from its own sources. The court also
said .that the printing of the abstracts could not be considered legitimate
journalism because the abstracts used the same wailing as the Wainwright
reports, contained no original ren.-.7ting such as added analysis, criticism,
praise, or reactions by others. 'Under a fret speech theory, the appellants
have failed to demonstrate that their use of the Wainwright teports either
was reasonable or pursuant to legitimate news reporting that implicates First
Amendment interests," concluded the court [Wainwright, 1978j. It is
interesting to note that although this case was litigated before the new
copyright law went into effect, the court relied heavily both on past court
precedent as well as kgislativc intent derived from Congressional debatts on
the 1976 law.

Permission should be sought if there is any doubt the copying will fall
outside of fair use. Advertisements nay produce a soprec of copyright
trouble for a newspaper because advertisements, if they possess at least a
token of originality, ate copyrightable and bec,,use advertisements may
receive less fair use protection since they arc commercial in nature rather
than educational or informational Although the copyrighting of an ad-
vertisement does not protect the advertiser's ideas or product, it does protect
the arrangement of the material, illustreions. and expressions of the idea
Preschsler, 1969: -286). Whet, a newspaper develops and designs ad-
vettisements'for customers, there is a temptation to use illustrations which
are well-known to the public, such as popular cartoon characters or popular
symbols. Such illustrations usually arc copyrighted and should not be used
without permission.

Not all newspapers are copyrighted; in fact, most have not registered their
material with thc Copyright Office. The material in a noncopyrighted
newspaper becomes a part of the public domain once the issue is
distributed. To protect individual stories, columns, exclusive reports, or
photographs, the newspaper may acquire individual copyrights.

To protect the work and to notify s'he puIic that the =Milli is
copyrighted. the owner ihotild place a copyright otice on thr' work. Such a
notire is composed of the word "Ciipyright" andfthe slIcnbcd "C,". plus the
lear of publication and the name of the owner.ffwo copies el the material
should be sent with the proper fetx and 4ppropriLue forms to tht Regis ar of
Copyright in Washington, D.C. Should an infringement suit 6e brought,
full legal protection can be offerrd only if :he work is properly registered.
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The life of the copyright begins at the moment of the wolk's creation and
lasts the author's lifetime plus 50 years. Staff-written publications are
classed as "works for hire" and kre copyrighted for 75 year! from
publication or 100 years from creation, whichever comes first. Most works
under copyright When the new law took effect had their copyrights extended
to a total term of 75 years or were eligible to be renewed to a total of 75
years. Persons interested in the duration of works copyrighted before January
1, 1978, and for renewals should consult the Copyright Act [17 U.S.C. sec.
304i. The only defense against a charge of copyright infringement is the Fair
Use Doctrine. Within this defense, two factors newspapers may rely on are
the purpose of the Copying (informational value) and the importance of the
material used. If the purpose is to convey material of public interest and the
material is important because it is evential to fulfill the newspaper's duty of
offering a forum for "wide open and robust debate" on public issues, then
the infringement may turn into fair use. However, if that copying sub-
stantially reduces thc fair market value of the material or a substantial
portion of the material was copied, then fair use protection may be
weakened.

A recent case places ;the problem of newsworthiness and copyright itv,
perspective. Although the case was decided before the new copyright law
was enacted, it is still good precedent. In 1954. Look magazine published a
three-part series on the obted recluse Howard Hughes. ln 1962, Random
House hired a joumalistt Thomas ThOMpson, to write a book-length
biography of Hughes. ThoMpson planned to use extensive quotes from the
Look story. When Hughetg heard about the forthcoming book, he
threatened to catiSC trouble ifIthe book were published. Thompson resigned
as author and the job was' given to John Keats. In 1966, Fit.ghes and
associates formed RosL-mont Enterprises and bought the copyright to the
1954 Look articles. because the Random House biography contained long
passages from the articles which Hughes now owned, Rosemont Enterprises
sought an injunction to stop distribution of the book. Although the Court

7 of Appeals for the Second Circuit found that the Loa articles indeed
formed the basis of the benk, and although portions of the articles were
copied.in the book, there was no material or substantial infringement. The
court said the copyright law st.as not to bt used as a shield to prevent the
public from learning about newriorthy recluses. The First Amendment, the
court continued,protects the public's right to be informed *OW matters of
public interest, and the public interest in the life of a man iuch as Hughes
must be balanced against the need to protect the copyrighted Aiork. Random
Hot,kse'S claim of fair Use was upheld in the name of public interest

\ [Rosemont nterprises, 19661
Lilt the cld 1909 copyright law, the new statute will be debated heatedly

for many yars and only out of t} 'se arguments will come precedent and
holdings dircdy applicable to thc 1976 taw. Until then, students of media
law can,relronly on what the courts have said up to this point about fair use

0
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and on whit:Congress' intentions and motives were in enacting the various
sit-dons of th6aaw law.

Endorsements

In the fail of 1974, the Rutgers University Daily Talton and other stu-
dent publications at the college were warned that funds and free rent from'
the University would be stopped immediately if any candidate in the New
Brunswick, New Jersey, mayoral race were endorsed (Reporters Committee,
1975: 94). This warning was prompted by a fear that if campus publications
endorsed candidates for public office, the school's status as a tax-exempt edu-

,carional institution might he endangered, An Internal Revenue Service pro-
vision defined a tax-exempt organixation as one "that is organized and oper-
ated exclusively for educational purposes, no substantial part of the activities
of which is attempting to influence legislation and which does not par-
ticipate in any political campaign" [Internal Revenue Code 1954, sec. 501
(c) (3)1

Losing tax-exempt status was brought to administrators' attention in June
1970, when the American Council on Education issued a report warning that
participation in any campaign for public office would endanger that status.
The result of this warning was a proliferation of guidelines issued to campus
newspapers by school officials. For instance, at San Jose (Calif.) State Uni-
versity, the chancellor of the California State University system advised the
Spartan Daily editms that they could discuss issues editorially but could not
endorsr candidates. At St. John's (New York) University, the president
issued a ten-point policy statement dissociating the school from the 1970 elec-
tion campaigns. With the policy was a warning to the student paper that it
would not be allowed to print editorials, features, signed columns, or letters
dealing with the campaigns. Although the paper was allowei. to print straight
news stories, the school would nix allow distribution of the paper off campus
if such stories appeared (Stevens, 1971).

Between 1970 and 1972, numerous student newspapers found themselves
under such policies as administrators tried to protect their universities from
violation of the single IRS regulation. However, this provision was modified
by An IRS ruling in 1972 [Revenue Ruling, 72-513]. The ruling stated that
endorsements in student newspapers, despite the fact that the university fur-
nishes physical facilities, does not constitute political activity prohibited to
tax-exempt organizations.

The student newspaper, the ruling continued, .has been a limg-establiAed
and accepted extension of formal instruction, and the exptessicin of editorial
opinion on political and legislative matters ris a coMmonly accepted feature
of legitimate newspapers. Such stuements are considered acts and expreslions
maiming in the course of boia fide academic programs and academic-related

$
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functions. This ruling would appear to cover not only editorials but also
advertisements endorsing candidates.

While there may be no trouble from the IRS, there may be state laws
prohibiting the use of public monies for the support of any candidate or
issue on a ballot. Application of such laws to public school newspapers would
seen to be an unconstitutional attempt at censorship and may not be upheld
in the courts.

However, late in 1976, a memorandum submitted to thc general counsel
of the Trustees of the California State University and Colleges by his staff
contended that a section of the California Administrative Code prohibits
public colleges from endorsing candidates or taking a stand on any ballot
issue. The Administrative Code allows "auxiliary organizations" to operate
in connection with educational institutions, says the counsel staff, but
neither is allowed to use public funds to support partisan issues. This
memorandum sees all college and student body funds as being public
monies, thus endorsements by the newspaperconsidered an "auxiliary
organization" are not allowed. The report notes that it is permissible for
individuals, including the newspaper editor, to endotse candidates and
:ssues if it is made clear that such stances are personal aid not those of the
publication (Counsel's Office, 1976) .

A state court has tentatively supported endorsements by student papers
where a state r.tatute was not itwolved. Shortly before thc 1976 general
election, a student at the University of Texas at Austin brought a suit to stop
the student newspaper, the Daily Teman, from endorsing candidates. The
Teurn had on three consecutive days endorsed presidential candidate Jimmy
Carter and candidates for two state offices. The student, who disagreed with
the endorsements, said that his payment of a mandatory student fee, part of
which supported the Texan, forced an unwanted association between
him.elf and the paper. A Texas appellate court ruled that the student had
not shown he would suffer harm from the endorsements if an injunction
prohibiting them were not issued before a hearing on the merits of the case
could take place (Hickman, 1977].

5

Broadcasting

There are no c urt decisions which indicate that broadcasting stations
operated by unive hies (usually public, non-commercial stations) are to be
treated differently than other stations. That is, no judicial opinion has held
that students at public colleges have any more freedom of expression ob the
air than do other broadcasters. The Federal Ccmmunications Commission
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requirements for obtaining and renewing a broadcast license may or may not
prohibit such a distinction; there have been no tests of the question in the
courts.

The FCC has recently considered taking action against the University of
Pennsylvania, a private ingitution, for material broadcast by students over
its non-commercial station, WXPN-FM. In 1975, on a program called "The
Vegetable Report," students broadcast material described by Commissioner
Benjamin Hooks as "vile,. . .nauseating garbage,. . .licentious shine." The
Commission considered thc broadcasts to be obscene under thr Miller v.
California 119731 definition and moved to withdraw the license from the
university [Trustees, 1975. 19761. An administrative law judge later ordered
denial of the university's license renewal application. Having denied per-
mission to a group calling itself "Friends of WXPN" to intervene on behalf
of the station, the Commission will issue a final ruling "on the renewal
request [Trustees, 1978] .
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Explanations of Legal Citations

1. Supeetae Como of Ike United Slats, Example: Tinker v. Des Moines bade-
pendeni Community School District. 393 U.S. 503 (1969).

After the case name comes the citation, which allows locating the case
in the correct volume within the correct series of volumes. In this instance.
Tinker can be found in Vol. 393 of the United States Reports (U.S.)
beginning on 'page 503. The Court's decision was handed down in 1969.

Cases too recent to be found in the official United States Reports may
be cited as being in the Supreme Court Reporter (S.Ct.). While this is pub-
lished by an unofficial, private compatiy, it contains the verbatim Court
opinion.

2. Court, of Appeals. Example: Dixon v. Alabama State Boa;c1 of Education.
294 F.2d 150 (5th Cir. 1961), denied, 368 U.S. 930 (1961).

Dixon can be found in Vol. 2 of Federal Reporter, Second Series (F.2d),
beginning on page 150. It was 'cled by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
(5th Cir.) in 1961.

The case was appealed to the Supreme Court (the next highest court),
which refused to grant certiorari (cert. denied), or to hear the case on
appeal, as reported in Vol. 368, page 930, of the United States Reports.

, United Slittel District Courts. Antonelli v. Hammon& 308 F.
Supp. 1329 (D. Mass. 1970).

Antos-641i is reported in Vol. 308 of the Federal Supplement (F. Supp.)
on page 1329. It was decided in 1970 by the United States Disukt Court
for the District of Massachusetts. Abbreviations could also be N.D. for
Northern District, W.D. tor Western District, and so on. Massachusetts
hss only one district

Example: Lee v. Board of Regents, 306 F. Supp. 1097 (W.D. Wis. 1969).
anuel, 441 F.2d 1257 (7th Cir. 1971).

The District Court's decision in Lee was affirmed (aff'd) by the Seventh
Circuit Court oF Appeals. A higher court may also reverse a lower court's
decision (rev'd). Courts may issue opinions as a whole court (per curiam),

I rather than issuing a ruling signed by a single judge writing for himself
or for the court.

4. State decisions. Example: Johnson v. Junior College District No. 508, 554
N.E.2d 442 (III. 1975).

Johnson is reported in a volume of the National Reporter System, pub-
tithed by a private company, In this instance, the case is found in Vol. 334
of the Northeastern Reporter, Second Series (N.E.2d); begeoning on page
442:The case was decided by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1575 (M. KM.
Other abbreviations may be NW. for Northwestern Reperter, So. Ear South-
ern Reporter, and so on. All sections of the National Reporter SVstem are
now into a Second Series, merely a convenient way of numbering the volumes.
AU such regional reporters of the National Reporter Sys:ens contain state
court dechlons.
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5. Other abbreviattioter.
F.R.D. is Federal Rules Decisions, a series containing some court decisions,

but also including such items as court moan.
A.L.R.2d. A.1.113d, and A.L.R. Fed. are volumes of the American I.iw

Reports. series of volumes by a private publisher containing court opinions
add annotations based on court decisicns.
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